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Disclaimer
1) The Business Aircraft Operators Association [“BAOA”] is the unified voice of the business aviation sector
(both commercial and private) in India.
2) BAOA aims to create a favorable environment for the sector’s growth, by ensuring better coordination
amongst industry stakeholders, regulatory authorities and the Government.
3) This report captures Business Aviation’s India Story that spans the last 26 years and a tremendous amount
of primary and secondary research, content review, LIVE operations review and economic assessment has been
studied in order to ensure facts, projections and forecasts are made as accurate and reliable as possible.
4) The data, projections, analysis, research, commentary and other related content published in this report has
been created exclusively for BAOA by Martin Consulting LLC with strategic input from members of BAOA, which
represent a voice that congregates on defining improvement and recommendations.
5) No part of this report shall be published, reproduced, replicated or referenced without the prior written
consent of BAOA.
6) Notwithstanding point 5 above, certain liberties are being given to research agencies, media agencies,
content agencies, newswire services, news gathering organizations, electronic and digital broadcasting
organizations for use of the report content, provided that the said data/content is credited and referenced
appropriately.
7) Any data published, reviewed, analyzed and interpreted is subject to change without prior notice as they
mostly reside on External Economic Factors, Government Polices and shifts in Global Trade Policies [“GTP”].
8) The data published as part of this report is both true, precise and current to the best of our ability and is
accurate till the time of printing and publishing.
9) BAOA reserves the right to change, amend, modify, replace and update the published data in this report
without prior notice and replace the said data in the public domain in order to maintain currency and
authenticity.
10) The data and content published in this report is ©Copyright Business Aircraft Operators Association
[“BAOA”]. All Rights are Reserved by BAOA.

“The first comme rcial flight in In dia was a charter
flight flown by S ir. J.R.D. Tata in 1932. Thus was
built the foundation of India’s Business Aviation.
The legacy of this historic milestone today lives on
with India’s Finest Corporate Institutions, Captains of
industry and Charter Companies”.

On behalf of the International Business Aviation Council (IBAC) and its member
associations around the world, I congratulate the Business Aircraft Operators
Association of India (BAOA) on the presentation of this �irst informative report.

As you will see in this report, business aviation is a diverse community of operators
around the world, generating and contributing to global economic activity. Worldwide,
there are more than 34,300 turbine aircraft used in business aviation operations. They
range in size from small, single-engine aircraft to large, air-transport aircraft. The most
prevalent are middle size jets. Operationally, these aircraft �ly point-to-point on the
most direct, fuel-ef�icient routes and depart based on the speci�ic requirements of the
mission to be �lown.
Business aviation provides connectivity between �inancial and government capitals, on
the one hand, and remote or underserved regions, on the other. Business aircraft allow
businesses to thrive in small towns and medium-size cities and contribute to the
employment of local residents, while remaining connected to commercial centers. In
short, business aircraft contribute to the economic and social development of regions
around the world. India is poised to take advantage of the bene�its of business aircraft
operations.

At its 6th Worldwide Air Transport Conference in 2013, the International Civil Aviation
Organization (ICAO) recognized business aviation as “an important component of a
comprehensive international air transport system.” And more recently, the Secretary
General of ICAO stated, “Business aviation is an integral member of the civil aviation
community and an important contributor to [its] positive impacts, especially given its
well-recognized role in promoting economic growth and international trade.”

I commend this report to policy-makers, at both national and local levels, and to
business leaders throughout India. The utility of business aviation, as a productivity
tool and a contributor to economic development, is evident here and should serve as
motivation to put in place appropriate regulations and policies to facilitate its growth
and, therefore, its role in growing economic and social bene�its throughout India.
Kurt H. Edwards
Director General
International Business Aviation Council

BOUNDLESS POSSIBILITIES
Gulfstream gives travelers the ability to live without limits. By fusing exceptional engineering
with a genuine obsession for superior style and product support, Gulfstream delivers
unsurpassed aviation performance. Our fleet empowers people by expanding horizons.
Create boundless possibilities. Fly Gulfstream.
For more information, visit gulfstream.com.
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| JASON AKOVENKO jason.akovenko@gulfstream.com | Regional Vice President
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ABOUT BAOA
Business Aircraft Operators Association (BAOA), is the unified voice of the
business aviation sector (both commercial and private) in India. It aims to
create a favorable environment for the sector’s growth, by ensuring better
coordination amongst industry stakeholders, regulatory authorities and the
Government.
The Association was incorporated on 31st March 2011, with a total of 11
Founding Members. It’s first Annual General Meeting and elections for the
Governing Board were held on 1st June 2011 with 31 Members on board. As
on date of printing this report, BAOA has more than 75 members, comprising
of commercial & private business aircraft operators, aircraft OEMs and
ancillary service providers.
BAOA works closely with the Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA), Directorate
General of Civil Aviation (DGCA), Airport Authority of India (AAI) and Bureau of
Civil Aviation Security (BCAS). BAOA is a member of the International Business
Aviation Council (IBAC),which is the umbrella body for all business aviation
associations worldwide. IBAC has a permanent observer’s status with
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO). It evaluates policies and
regulations, specific to the needs of business aviation and determines global
best practices. BAOA has been striving for Business Aviation to get its rightful
place in Indian aviation and get recognized as a strong enabler for faster
economic growth.
All BAOA activities are overseen by a governing board, elected for a two year
period. The current Governing Board and BAOA team comprises:
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1.1 CATEGORIES
Globally civil aviation (air transport) is divided into two broad categories:
- Commercial aviation
- Non-commercial aviation
1.1.1
Commercial
Aviation | Definition

Commercial aviation refers to the use of aircraft for transport of passengers,
cargo or mail, for remuneration or hire.
This category is sub-divided as follows:
1.1.1.1 Scheduled air transport- refers to air transport services between
two or more fixed destinations according to a published timetable, with flights
so regular or frequent that they constitute a recognizable systematic series. As
per the new National Civil Aviation Policy (NCAP), this covers Scheduled Air
Transport and Scheduled Commuter operators.
1.1.1.2 Non-scheduled air transport- refers to air transport services
carrying passengers and goods without any published schedules. These flights
are mounted 'on-demand' basis and includes charter operations.

1.1.2
Non-Commercial Aviation or
General Aviation | Definition

This category is sub-divided as follows:
1.1.2.1 Private Operations- refers to aircraft or helicopters owned by a
corporate, business house or any individual, operating according to the
requirements and needs of the company or the owner.
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1.1.2.2 Government Operations - is the use of aircraft by state governments
and their flight departments, ministries or other government institutions,
excluding India’s defence and security services. Some state government
operations also have commercial non-scheduled permits as in 1.1.1.2 above,
but these are few.
Since there is negligible ownership of aircraft by ministries and departments under
India’s Union Government, the same are not being factored in this study. Aircraft
owned by state governments and their flight departments are, however, included.

1.2 BUSINESS AVIATION: DEFINITION
Business aviation traditionally encompasses Commercial non scheduled air
transport and General aviation (private and Government) operations, all being
on demand in nature.
Here, it is pertinent to highlight that in USA many business aviation operators
under Part 135 1 category, have evolved to additionally operate Commuter
flights (commercial scheduled-non airline, using small aircraft). Such an
evolution might happen in India as well, depending on the success of India’s
new civil aviation policy released on 15th June 2016, which allows &
incentivises scheduled commuter flights to begin under a new operating
category. Therefore, mirroring USA, it is possible that a few Indian business
aviation operators could “evolve” to additonally operate scheduled Commuter
flights.
Therefore, a generic and more forward looking definition of Business aviation
may be- that part of aviation which focuses on the “business use” of
airplanes and helicopters. However, the traditional backbone of business
aviation remains on-demand & non-scheduled, and this report will continue to
use terminologies as given in table 1.1
1

Refer Table 1.1
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DGCA

FAA

EASA

ICAO

Usage in this report by

BAOA

Scheduled Air
Transport Operations

Part 121 (Flag)
Part 121 (Domestic)
Part 135 (Commuter)

Commercial air
transport operations
(Scheduled)

Air Transport
Operations
(Scheduled)

Scheduled Air
Transport
Operations

Non- Scheduled Air
Transport Operations

Part 121 (Supplemental)
Part 135 (On-Demand)

Commercial air
transport operations
(Non-Scheduled)

Air Transport
Operations
(Non-Scheduled)

Business Aviation
Commercial
(NSOP)

Private Operations

Part 91

Non Commercial
air transport
operations

Non commercial
air transport
operations
(exd. Aerial Work)

Business AviationPrivate

Government

Business Aviation
Government

Table 1.1: Categorization around the world | Source(s): EASA, FAA, ICAO Martin Consulting Analysis | 2016
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1.3 BUSINESS AVIATION:
FLEET TYPE
The flowchart below illustrates the categorization of India’s business aviation
aircraft by fleet in this report.

Business Aviation | India

Jet Aircraft

Helicopters
(turbine)

Turboprop
Aircraft

Table 1.2: Categorization of Business Aviation as per fleet type

1.4 BUSINESS AVIATION & SCHEDULED
AIR TRANSPORT OPERATIONS
The Indian civil aircraft register lists 419 aircraft 2 being operated by India’s
scheduled airlines, while the corresponding fleet strength for the
non-scheduled business aviation segment stands at 487 aircraft, including
helicopters. In all major aviation markets around the world this divide is much
wider and leans heavily towards the latter segment.

2

Source: DGCA Civil Aircraft Register 2015
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While India’s aviation sector does partially follow the global trend, the extremely
narrow margin in fleet ratio between scheduled commercial airliners and
business aviation points to one glaring factIndia has not been able to tap opportunities in the business aviation segment.
Business aviation differs from scheduled air services in many ways as
highlighted below.

BUSINESS AVIATION

SCHEDULED AIR
TRANSPORT OPERATIONS

Operations
- Business aviation operations,
whether as a charter (hire and
reward) or for the internal use of an
organization, are not scheduled.

- As the name suggests, services
operate subject to a fixed
schedule, which is decided and
announced much in advance.

- The route is planned and schedule
tailor-made as per the needs of the
customer.

- Operators commit to operating a
flight even if not enough
passengers are booked to fly.

- Although the sale of individual seats
is permitted, in practice the entire
aircraft is booked.

- Seats are sold to
individuals/groups; the entire
aircraft is not booked.

Flight/ Crew Planning
- Due to the ad hoc nature of
operations, it is extremely difficult to
plan a schedule for an aircraft and
its crew in advance.

Business Aviation in India - An Industry Report by Business Aircraft Operators Association | 2016
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- Most often the aircraft returns
empty to the base resulting in
wastage of resources. The concept
of selling an empty leg is yet to
develop in India, although some
efforts have commenced.

- Empty legs are rare.
- Scheduled airlines are much
larger in size, cover a larger
footprint, and therefore operate
out of multiple aircraft/crew
bases.

- Such organizations are smaller and
leaner, and their aircraft and crew
stations are few in number. They
often operate from a single base
and outsource maintenance and
handling activities to local MROs
and registered local handler.

Fleet
- The majority of the non-scheduled
players run operations using a
small fleet of not more than 2-3
aircraft. To maximize their service
offering they opt for a diverse fleet.

- Fleet commonality is better ensured
by the scheduled operators as they
often buy aircraft of a similar type
in bulk factoring in future airframe
requirements.

- A diverse fleet automatically
escalates costs due to the need for
maintaining diversified crew,
personnel, spares, etc.

-The per capita cost incurred by
scheduled operators is much lower
than their non-scheduled
counterparts.

Table 1.2: Difference between Business Aviation and Scheduled Commercial air
transport operations. Martin Consulting Analysis | 2016
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in Industrialization
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Government Leaders
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Tourism and Pilgrimage
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Disaster Management
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2.1 GENERAL
According to a study 1 commissioned by USA based National Business Aviation
Association (NBAA), there is a very close correlation between GDP growth and
the demand for business aviation. The two are intricately linked and mirror
growth in economic output. As per the NBAA, in the USA, which is the largest
and most advanced market for business aviation in the world, the business
aviation industry generates US$150 billion in annual economic activity.
In Europe also, the contribution made by business aviation to the economy is
immense. According to a European Business Aviation Association (EBAA)
study 2, in 2015, the European Business Aviation sector made a Gross Value
Addition [GVA] of over €27 billion (US$20 billion) to the European economy.
Brazil is the second-largest market in the world for business aviation. Like in
most of Latin America, scheduled airlines serve only a fraction of the total
destinations on the Brazilian air map. While scheduled airlines fly to only 300
airports in Brazil, business aviation connects over 3,500 airports across the
country. Helicopters and small aircraft form bulk of the fleet, offering last-mile
air connectivity to far-flung, mountainous and remote areas. The country’s
business aviation sector, in addition to being a self-sufficient thriving economic
ecosystem, has grown entirely because of continuous strong government
support, and an acute awareness of its role in improving connectivity and
boosting economic growth.
The power of business aviation to boost and develop a robust economy can be
best seen in Brazil. The United States Department of Commerce states that
Brazil is one of the top 10 destinations for U.S. exports of manufactured
aerospace products.

1

Business Aviation in Today’s Economy – A Shareholder Value Perspective | Anderson 2001

2

Economic Impact of Business Aviation in Europe | Booz Allen Hamilton
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Over the last 10 years, U.S. aerospace exports to Brazil have increased 18.2
percent- from US$1.5 billion in 2003 to US$6.8 billion in 2012. The overall
U.S.-Brazil aerospace manufacturing trade balance shifted from a deficit of
US$364 million in 2003 to a surplus of US$5.7 billion in 2012, clearly reflecting
the positive spin-off in having a sustainable aviation market supported by a
stable business aviation fleet.

2.1 CASE STUDY
Wichita: The Air Capital of the World | 2016 | Martin Consulting Analysis
The largest city in the US state of Kansas, Wichita, is home to some
of the biggest aircraft manufacturing firms today such as Cessna,
Hawker-Beechcraft, Bombardier-Learjet and Raytheon. Boeing had its
manufacturing facility in Wichita until 2014, while Airbus still maintains
a presence in the city.
Thanks to the local government offering tax breaks and other
incentives to aircraft manufacturers, Wichita is currently home to more
than 50 aviation businesses engaged in aircraft and airframe
manufacturing. Supporting these businesses are dozens of suppliers
and subcontractors who together employ a huge chunk of the local
workforce. Aircraft manufacturing has for long dominated the local
industry in Wichita and today, nearly one in every sixth resident is
directly or indirectly employed by the aircraft manufacturing industry.
The seeds of this success story were sown in 1915 when the
discovery of oil led to a spurt in wealth and prosperity.

Business Aviation in India - An Industry Report by Business Aircraft Operators Association | 2016
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Over the next 10-15 years, several pioneers, such as Lloyd Stearman,
Clyde Cessna, Walter Beech, Bill Lear and Al Mooney, set up aircraft
manufacturing companies in Wichita.
Post the September 11 terror attacks, the aviation industry went
through its worst downturn. The slowdown prompted the aircraft
manufacturers in Wichita to push towards building smaller and
mid-sized airplanes that would appeal to business and corporate flyers.
Till date, Wichita’s aircraft manufacturing companies have
manufactured an estimated 250,000 aircraft, ever since the first Clyde
Cessna aircraft was built in the city in 1916.

Business aviation contributes to a nation’s economy and to nation building in
several ways, which can be grouped under two categories: Direct and
Indirect impact.
is
the
economic
impact
directly
associated
with
business
aviation
activities. This covers operational revenues in terms of fuel, airport usage,
insurance, direct employment, MROs, maintenance, testing facilities, etc.
These are covered in detail in Chapter 4 of this study.

DIRECT IMPACT

refers to economic impact from the
spurt in other activities boosted by
the presence of business aviation. This contribution has a far larger and
significant impact on the economy:

INDIRECT IMPACT

Business Aviation in India - An Industry Report by Business Aircraft Operators Association | 2016
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Each of these impacts on nation building is discussed as follows.

Remote area
Time management of
connectivity & boost
business/
in industrialization
government leaders

Tourism
and
pilgrimage

Disaster
management

Life saving/
medical
evacuation

Policing/
internal
security

Survey
and
exploration

Agriculture

Aerial
photography

Power line
installation
and inspection

Transporting Heavy
equipment to
inaccessible areas

Sports
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2.2 REMOTE AREA CONNECTIVITY
& BOOST IN INDUSTRIALIZATION
2.2.1
Remote Area
Connectivity

While remote area connectivity has yet to take off in a big way in India, it is
working sporadically in some pockets, such as the northeast region, the
far-flung inaccessible areas in the north, and in the Lakshadweep and the
Andaman and Nicobar Islands where connectivity remains an issue.
Helicopters are of great use in the hills where fixed wing aircraft find it difficult
to land.
Better connectivity in remote areas will help the government integrate their
largely isolated population into the national mainstream, promote trade and
industrialization and improve the quality of life.
Business aviation connects these places in an “on-demand” manner.
Scheduled airlines have so far not found it easy to connect these remote areas
for a variety of reasons namely, lack of suitable aircraft and financial viability.
Until then, business aviation remains the only connectivity option, for many.

2.2.2
Boost in
Industrialization

Business aviation promotes industrialization in a big way. For example, the
mineral-rich Chhota Nagpur plateau region and the city of Raigarh in
Chhattisgarh state have benefited enormously from remote area connectivity
provided by business aviation, even if in an on-demand manner.
The Raigarh model can easily be replicated at other locations across India,
boosting local businesses wherein, ultimately, benefits flow to the common
man. This fact is missed across a broad spectrum of the government.
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2.2 CASE STUDY
Raigarh: A case study on how business aviation indirectly promoted growth
of a city | 2014 | Col Sanjay Julka

Historically, natural factors, such as mineral resources and clean
water, have been major influencers in the growth of towns. Among
man-made factors, industry is the biggest contributor in the growth of
an economy, bringing with it electricity, employment, better schools,
improved amenities and prosperity in general. The railway system set
up by the British had a huge impact on improvement in transportation,
which triggered industrial development in India. Indeed, railways and
roadways are considered the largest infrastructure industries of India
and traditionally, the government’s policies have been designed
largely to support these two sectors. In contrast, the aviation industry
has mostly been ignored and its value under-estimated.
Similar to railways and roadways during the beginning of the industrial
age, connectivity provided by business aviation, indirectly boosts the
economy and growth of remote regions, as industrialists set up their
plants and factories there. It has been seen that growth in towns
frequented by business aviation occurs at a pace far greater than their
neighbouring towns, which may have the same quantity of water,
mineral resources and rail connectivity, but lack in aviation
infrastructure & connectivity.
The case of Raigarh and Janjgir-Champa clearly illustrates this for a
fact:

Business Aviation in India - An Industry Report by Business Aircraft Operators Association | 2016
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Raigarh airport with a steel plant in the backdrop

Raigarh is one of the oldest and most important towns of Chhattisgarh,
situated on the Howrah-Mumbai main rail line of the South-Eastern
Railways. Neighbouring Janjgir-Champa district is situated between
Raigarh and Raipur (the capital of Chhattisgarh). Both are equally rich in
minerals, located on the same railway line and next to each other with
adequate water supply (both towns are located on a river bank). The
only factor that sets them apart is the presence of a small airport in
Raigarh which allows business aviation access.
It is pertinent to note that there is no scheduled airline connectivity to
Raigarh. Yet, several industrialists have started businesses and opened
factories in Raigarh district, primarily due to the easy accessibility
provided by business aviation to this airport.
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Government machinery at Raigarh airport: State CM Mr Raman Singh
(left) and then Union Home Minister, Mr Sushilkumar Shinde (right)

In 2012, at least five new industries acquired land to establish factories,
leading to the creation of thousands of jobs. The district administration
has also used this airport to its strategic advantage and benefited from
the connectivity, enabling it to effectively carry out its responsibilities.
The airport which is owned by Jindal Steel and Power Limited (JSPL) was
commissioned in 2002. The expansion of the runway to its present length
of 6,500 feet was completed in 2009. It is used extensively for the benefit
of the people of Raigarh.
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Raigarh city in 2002 (left) and in 2014 (right) – showing immense change

Champa city in 2006 (left) and in 2014 (right) – showing not much change

As can be seen from the satellite pictures above, while industrial growth in
Janjgir-Champa has been restricted to largely along the railway line and the
river, neighbouring Raigarh’s growth has spread 10-15 kilometres further out.
The key factor in Raigarh’s favour has been “accessibility” provided by
business aviation for industrialists to set up and run factories here. Due to the
access provided by business aviation, companies have been able to highlight
investment opportunities to visiting foreign investors and dignitaries, thereby
ensuring a healthy growth rate for their businesses and for the township in
general.
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Liberian
President H.E.
Ellen Johnson
Sirleaf

High Comm. of
Botswana
Lesego Ethel
Motsumi
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Raigarh District

Janjgir-Champa District

Area

5431 Sq Km

3672 Sq Km

Administration

5 Sub Divisions, 9 Tehsils,
1 Sub-Tehsil, 9 Panchayat Samitis,
702 Gram Panchayats & 1457
revenue Villages.

5 Sub Divisions, 10 Tehsils,
232 Patwari circles, 9
Panchayat Samitis, 576
Gram Panchayats & 913
revenue Villages.

Urban Population

14,93,627

16,20,632

Main District Highway in Km

1,546

981

Beds in Allopathic Hospitals

908

430

Commercial Banks

54

10

Primary Schools

2,209

1,847

Colleges

25

16

Tech University

1

0

Total Industrial Units

9,699

1,296

Total Micro & Small enterprises

9,735

1,226

Potential for new MSMEs
(micro, small & medium enterprise)

74

90

Table 2.1: Industrial profile of Raigarh and Janjgir-Champa districts by MSME Development Institute, Raipur,
Ministry of MSME, Govt. of India (2012)
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As can be seen in Table-2.1 , on nearly every socio-economic
parameter, Raigarh has improved over neighboring Janjgir-Champa.
The difference is primarily due to the access provided by business
aviation to the area.

THIS IS A CLASSIC EXAMPLE OF REMOTE CONNECTIVITY
WHERE BUSINESS AVIATION PRECEDED SCHEDULED
AIRLINES
AND
PROVIDED
MANIFOLD
ECONOMIC
BENEFITS TO PEOPLE.

2.3 TIME MANAGEMENT FOR
BUSINESS/ GOVERNMENT
LEADERS
The widespread misconception that business aviation is a symbol of luxury
is incorrect. Industry and Government leaders, who own or charter
business aircraft frequently, also travel by scheduled airlines. They use
business aircraft mostly when the areas they need to visit have poor access
by airlines, or when they need greater flexibility of time.
The purpose in using business aviation is to increase productivity by
enabling faster completion of tasks, reducing costs of sales and improving
time management to positively impact shareholder value. Time is money
and the aim is to save time wherever justifiable.
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“I fly 30 hours a month, sometimes
to more than three cities a day.
With my Bombardier, I can manage
my time and work more efficiently.
I look at it as a utility,” says Mr.
Gautam Singhania, CMD of India’s
Raymond Group, one of the largest
textile manufacturers in the world
with businesses in over 50
countries.”
3

-Gautam Singhania
(CMD, Raymond Group)

3

CNBC.com 28th April 2011
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“I fly 30 hours a month, sometimes to more than three cities a day. With my
Bombardier, I can manage my time and work more efficiently. I look at it as
a utility,” says Mr. Gautam Singhania, CMD of India’s Raymond Group, one
of the largest textile manufacturers in the world with businesses in over 50
countries 3.
“A business jet is not a luxury, it is a necessity,” says Mr. T.S.
Kalayanaraman, CMD of Kalyan Jewelers 4 . He uses his business jet to
supervise their 75 odd jewelry stores across India, many of which do not
have convenient airline connectivity options.
“I have operations in 90 countries so I charter planes for our senior
executives. A private plane offers privacy, time flexibility and
work-on-the-go.” says Mr. B.K. Modi 3, chairman of the US$ 2 billion Spice
Global active in telecom, entertainment and finance with over 10,000
employees.
Just like the above three examples, there are many more examples of why
business aviation is a necessity, for those who need this mode of travel, and
not a luxury. This may also be relative depending on who views it. For
instance, scheduled airlines, represents luxury to the lowest economic rung
but is a necessity to a large number of industry professionals including
government officials.
Business airplanes act as force multipliers or a means to get the right
person to the right place at the right time. When the management flies on
the company’s airplane, the aircraft also serves as a boardroom for
business meetings and no productive hours are lost. This is invaluable for
economic growth.

3

CNBC.com 28th April 2011

4

Economic Times 11th February 2012
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2.3 CASE STUDY
Time is Money | 2016 | Col Sanjay Julka
- Approx. annual salary of a chairman of a
leading industry

Rs 48cr

- Daily Salary of the chairman

Rs. 13 Lakh

- Productivity from the chairman per day
(estimated at five times his salary)

Rs. 65 Lakh

- Cost to Company (CTC) for the chairman
when traveling for one day (24 hours)

Rs. 65 Lakh

- Travel time to and fro to remote locations
(e.g. Mauritania or Bolivia) using scheduled flights

5 Days

- CTC for the chairman when traveling for five days

Rs. 3.25 Cr

- CTC for the chairman when traveling by
private/charter aircraft for one day (24 hours)

Rs. 65 Lakh

- Net gain

Rs. 2.6 Cr

- Cost of operations of a private jet to
Mauritania or Bolivia and back

Rs. 0.8 Cr

- Over-all gain to the company

Rs. 1.8 Cr

In the above example, apart from the obvious monetary savings, the
chairman can either conduct business or also sleep on board the aircraft
and arrive at the destination fresh to handle business needs.
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2.4 CASE STUDY
India - Election Flying | 2016 | Martin Consulting Analysis
The surge in the use of non-scheduled helicopters and aircraft for
election campaigning in India began in 1996-97.
With India’s inadequate aviation infrastructure, what works during
elections is the combination of light turboprops, light/mid-size jets
and helicopters, which is how the top politicians connect with the
masses. In a sense this is aiding the roots of democracy.
The 2014 general elections witnessed one of the massive
deployments of aircraft and helicopters in India’s history. Our analysis
estimates that more than 75 helicopters, 40 turboprops and 20
business jets were deployed as part of the exercise.
While some may object to the expenditure incurred on flights, clearly
no one can dispute the level of efficiency and productivity that
business aviation brought to the election process.

2.4 TOURISM AND PILGRIMAGE
The success of the tourism sector is completely dependent on the accessibility
of the location. India, known for its rich cultural and religious diversity, has
huge potential for developing last-mile air connectivity, especially to promote
religious tourism. Our country is dotted with religious sites which will benefit
with better air connectivity.
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Besides Vaishno Devi, several other religious places, such as Amarnath,
Kedarnath, Badrinath, Tirupathi and Puttaparthi, have also benefitted
immensely with the establishment of air connectivity.

2.5 CASE STUDY
Vaishno Devi: How Business Aviation supports Tourism | 2016 |
Martin Consulting analysis
Katra helipad, located at the base of the Vaishno Devi shrine and owned
by the Vaishno Devi Shrine Board, is an interesting case study.
The commencement of helicopter services at Vaishno Devi has been a
big boon for women, children, the elderly and the infirm, who would
otherwise find it extremely difficult to travel the journey on foot, mule or
open-chair palanquin. The high frequency of flights has ensured ticket
prices are kept low, encouraging more devotees to use the service.
The two helicopter operators at the site fly up to 100 sorties (200
landings) each day, weather and light permitting. The flights are
conducted with extreme precision and turnaround time between each
flight is only about 40 seconds. With a maximum capacity of six
passengers per flight, the operators airlift 1800 to 2400 devotees per
day, which is a fraction of the nearly 22,000 devotees 5 who visit the
shrine every day, and which indicates the potential for more flights that
may be mounted. However, the currently-used infrastructure has already
reached saturation levels and would need to be expanded to ensure
further growth.

5

Yatra Statistics: MataVaishnoDevi.org
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2.5 DISASTER MANAGEMENT
In case of a disaster, equipment and personnel must be deployed quickly,
at times to areas where conventional infrastructure is unavailable. Aircraft
have the best potential for meeting this need, yet most are not built for use
in an emergency. Helicopters, due to their inherent flexibility, are better
suited for disaster management (DM).
India is one of the most disaster-prone countries in the world with a major
natural calamity occurring every 2-3 years, affecting more than 50 million
people annually. According to government figures 6 , the average annual
damage from these natural causes is estimated to be about 2 percent of
India’s GDP. The World Bank estimates 1.3 billion people in India were
directly affected by 258 recorded natural calamities that struck between
1975 and 2000.
In India, like much of the developing world, disaster management is
primarily undertaken by our defense forces, due to their operational
readiness and better preparedness to conduct emergency operations. It is
only in recent times (e.g. Uttarakhand floods in 2013) that we have seen
increased participation by civil registered aircraft and helicopters in search
and rescue operations. The role of helicopters and their crew deployed by
business aviation during these floods was critical in providing faster
emergency relief on the spot. A growth in business aviation aircraft will play
a significant role in assisting the defense services with disaster relief
operations. This lends to the submission that the immediate and seamless
hiring of business aviation aircraft which are closer to the site of a disaster,
should be a part of our national and state DM policy.

6

Report: Disaster Management in India - 2011. Min. of Home Affairs, Govt. of India
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2.6 LIFE SAVING/
MEDICAL EVACUATION
Leading hospitals in India have in the past been vociferous in highlighting the
advantages of allowing aircraft operations in a manner that can dramatically
improve survival rates, especially in accident and crash victims.
India continues to be the most cost effective and viable medical support
destination for countries such as Iraq, Iran, Afghanistan and many others. In
addition to the scheduled airlines that fly most medical tourists to India, the
frequency of special charters has also grown tremendously. India’s medical
evacuation (medevac) operators, which are currently limited in number & scale
of operations, have been operating actively since 2010- at NATO ISAF military
bases and at airports in the region.
According to estimates, out of an average seven aerial medevac requirements
per day, only four get airlifted. Moreover, the availability and procedure of
medevac flights is not known to a majority of hospitals. By giving a boost to
aerial medevac operations in India we would save many more lives.

2.7 POLICING /
INTERNAL SECURITY
We have all grown seeing visuals of police units using aircraft and helicopters
to fight crime and enforcing the law in their assigned jurisdictions. Aerial
divisions of metropolitan police forces around the world play a very active and
crucial role in law enforcement duties.
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In the western world, police personnel frequently use aircraft for traffic
control, ground support, search and rescue, as well as high-speed car
pursuits, observation, air patrol and to control big public events and
disorderly conduct. Many a times, they use aircraft to transport SWAT
personnel.
The Indian government had initiated a proposal for the Delhi Police to lease
two helicopters from helicopter company Pawan Hans for day-to-day
policing and law enforcement, but more than a year later, the proposal is yet
to see light of the day. The Delhi Police have, however, recently started
using helicopters to monitor crowds and traffic during key festivals and are
hiring them from Pawan Hans.
In India, the Border Security Force (BSF) is the only para-military policing
force in India that has its own air arm, which however is seriously
languishing. Most police arms are resorting to the Indian Air Force for aerial
support, which is a sub-optimal arrangement from the end users
perspective.
The ideal long term solution is to raise a centralized Air Arm wing, pooling
aircraft and helicopters, dedicated to supporting different pan India police
and Para-military forces. These could include BSF, ITBP, CRPF, Anti
Naxalite forces, different state police forces and so on. Such a combined air
arm unit will be extremely effective in boosting security and policing in India.
This will also provide a higher degree of end user operational control and
satisfaction, as against the present system of complete reliance on the
Indian Air Force.
In the short term, the Government would do well to develop a policy to use
suitable aircraft and helicopters of existing business aviation operators who
meet the defined criteria in such a policy.
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In the long term, these business aviation operators would only help in gap filling
the dedicated central air arm set up. Insurance issues may have some
restrictions on this solution, but it would still be highly beneficial for the sector.
The western world has several such examples.

2.6 CASE STUDY
LAPD Air Support Division | 2016 | Martin Consulting Analysis

The Los Angeles Police Department Air Support Division (LAPD-ASD) is
the airborne law enforcement program of the Los Angeles Police
Department and is the largest airborne law enforcement division in the
United States. The department got its wings as early as 1956 when a
Hiller 12J helicopter began undertaking traffic patrol duty. The unit is
based out of the LAPD Hooper Airport located on the rooftop of the Piper
Technical Centre in the heart of Los Angeles. It is the world’s largest
rooftop airport in the world.
From its headquarters, the unit provides air support to the LAPD and has
an aerial jurisdiction spread over 498sq miles (1290sq km), covering a
population of approximately 3.8 million residents.
The aerial unit maintains the largest fleet among municipal police aviation
divisions across the world, with an active fleet strength of 19 helicopters
(14xAS350B2 and 5xBell206) and one Beech B200 turboprop aircraft.
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2.8 SURVEY AND EXPLORATION
Aerial surveys and exploration activities began in India in 1965 with the
setting up of the Department of Airborne Mineral Surveys & Exploration
(AMSE), which later became part of the Geological Survey of India (GSI) in
1970. In 1986, GSI took delivery of its own dedicated aircraft- a DHC-6
Twin Otter (VT-ELX). The aircraft was upgraded and re-commissioned for
aerial work in March 2000. As low altitude aerial surveys through fixed wing
aircraft are not possible in hilly terrain, in 2014 the GSI took re-delivery of a
modified HAL Dhruv helicopter (VT-HAU) to augment its capabilities.
Non-scheduled operators are now increasingly working in diverse areas,
such as utility work, aerial mapping, power line maintenance, pipeline
infrastructure laying and to carry out inspection surveys. The scope of work
is, therefore, enormous. The Atomic Minerals Directorate for Exploration
and Research (AMD), under the Department of Atomic Energy of the
Government of India, has been regularly hiring helicopters from
non-scheduled operators since 2007 for conducting specialized surveys.
To provide air transport connectivity to its offshore and onshore sites, Oil
and Natural Gas Corporation Limited (ONGC) invested in India’s first oil &
gas helicopter service provider in 1986, the Helicopter Corporation of India,
which later became Pawan Hans Limited or Pawan Hans Helicopters, as it
is known today. In 1994, with Pawan Hans unable to fulfill ONGC’s
requirements, other private helicopter players, like Azal (now called Global
Vectra), Mesco Helicopters and United Helicharters, stepped in to play an
active role.
The total number of helicopters pressed into active service in the oil & gas
industry is currently approximately 68, representing nearly 25 percent of
India’s helicopter fleet.
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2.9 AGRICULTURE
Aerial spraying has the advantage of being able to treat large areas quickly and
can be carried out when adverse field conditions prevent access to vehicles on
the ground. Timely spray treatments and soil compaction have helped in
significantly increasing crop yield across the world but the concept is relatively
under-utilized in India.

2.10 AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Aerial services are extensively used in the western world for news coverage,
weather reports, traffic updates and sporting events. In India however,
restrictions on aerial filming and photography have been placed due to our
emphases on security. There is ample scope for relaxation of these restrictions
under a robust policy and regulatory framework, which can be put in place.

2.11 POWER LINE INSTALLATION
AND INSPECTION
India will benefit greatly if helicopters are deployed for power line inspection,
repair and maintenance. The use of helicopters for inspecting, identifying,
repairing and washing live wires will also minimize power loss.
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2.12 TRANSPORTING HEAVY
EQUIPMENT IN
INACCESSIBLE AREA
Helicopters used for lifting heavy load are called Heli Cranes. This method
of lifting is best suited for moving heavy equipment to construction sites in
remote or inaccessible areas in the hills far from roads, rail services or tall
buildings. The first such operations have commenced in India. One S-64
Heli Crane helicopter has just been positioned in Jammu & Kashmir (August
2016) and has commenced flights for installing 160 power transmission
towers in the remote Pir-Panjal mountainous region in Jammu & Kashmir, at
altitudes ranging between 9,000 to 12,500 feet.
Different Central Government Ministries, DGCA, and the Civil Aviation
Department of Government of Jammu & Kashmir are to be commended for
their support to this project. There is vast untapped potential in India, and
this Skycrane's successful utilization will serve to increase awareness in
India and open the doors for more such aerial work flights across the
country, which will further make it more efficient to develop industries &
infrastructure in remote and inaccessible areas, thereby contributing
manifold to the economic growth of India.

2.13 SPORTS
Air sports include a range of aerial activities, such as aerobatics,
ballooning, air racing, hang-gliding, ultralight and heli skiing, all of which
are at a nascent stage in India. Heli skiing has a limited window of only a
few weeks (January to March) in India when the higher reaches around
Manali in Himachal Pradesh transform into an ideal location for winter
sports.
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Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 below, together give a detailed year-on-year
growth analysis of the Business Aviation fleet over the last fifteen years.

BA Fleet
Growth (%)

18%

197
166
151
134

139

10%
8%

6%
4%

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

Fig 3.3: Business Aviation Fleet Growth (2001 – 2005) | 2016 | Martin Consulting
Analysis
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Fig 3.4: Business Aviation Fleet Growth (2006 – 2010) | 2016 | Martin Consulting Analysis
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Fig 3.5: Business Aviation Fleet Growth (2011 – 2015) | 2016 | Martin Consulting Analysis
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Period

Net Aircraft Added

Average Growth

1990-2000

85

12%

2000-2005

71

9%

2005-2010

245

18%

2010-2015

45

2%

Table 3.1: Average Business Aviation Growth (1990 – 2015) | 2016 | Martin Consulting Analysis
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Please refer to Fig: 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5
1990-2000:

During these five years, the business aviation fleet recorded an average jump of
12 percent in compound annual growth rate (CAGR). A spurt in tourism, growth
in air transportation and an expanding oil and gas sector backed by India’s
state-owned ONGC were responsible for this impressive growth.
This was after norms for owning and operating aircraft, for charter business
were eased by the Directorate General of Civil Aviation (DGCA). The Indian
economy witnessed a transition from a closed-door socialist form to a more
liberal free market with a capitalist style of functioning, which gave business
aviation the fillip it deserved.

2000-2005:

During the first five years of the millennium, new fleet additions slipped slightly
compared to the 90s. The country was still recovering from a difficult economic
environment due to sanctions following the Pokhran nuclear tests and the
effects of the Kargil war, when the terror attacks on September 11, 2001,
delivered a huge blow to the global civil aviation industry. India did better than
most other competing world economies, and despite the slight dip in growth,
its business aviation industry continued on the growth trajectory.

2005-2010:

During these five years, the country witnessed the emergence of a stronger
business and corporate ecosystem as India Inc. went global with several
big-ticket acquisitions. The dramatic growth in fleet numbers, by over 18
percent was aided by a strong rupee, enabling operators to optimize their fleet
expansion strategies by taking advantage of favorable foreign exchange rates.

2010-2015:

In the last five years, we have seen a complete anticlimax in comparison with
the growth story witnessed during the first decade of the millennium. The
imposition of high and differential import duties on business aircraft along with
the consequent creation of quasi non-scheduled operators (NSOPs), have
today created an overcrowded charter market, coupled with high cost
structures and falling yields. New aircraft imports dropped dramatically and the
industry has resorted to selling many flying assets to recover spiraling costs. In
the global marketplace, India was informally tagged as a net seller of planes, a
label we need to shed.
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3.2 GROWTH:
TYPE OF AIRCRAFT
Business Aviation | Fleet | 2001-2015
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41
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83
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Helicopters
Turbo props
Jets

Fig 3.6: Business Aviation Fleet Matrix (2001 – 2015) | 2016 | Martin Consulting Analysis

Fig 3.6 above illustrates composition of the business aviation fleet over the last fifteen
years based on aircraft type -- Helicopters, Turboprops and Business Jets (piston
powered planes are excluded from the analyses in this report).
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Business Aviation | Fleet Type | Fleet Size (Percent)

60%

58%

31%
31%
11%
9%

53%
26%

50%
29%
21%

21%

Helicopters
Turbo props
Jets

2001

2005

2010

2015

Fig 3.7: Business Aviation Fleet Composition (2001 – 2015) | 2016 |
Martin Consulting Analysis

Fig 3.7 above illustrates the change witnessed in fleet composition over the last
fifteen years.
Although the helicopter fleet has grown in numbers, but in the total fleet
composition as a percentage, it has consistently declined over the last fifteen
years, from 60 percent in 2001 to 50 percent in 2015. Similarly, the turboprop
fleet composition has declined from 31 percent in 2001 to just about 21 percent
today. This fleet mix change is a direct result of the business jet fleet increasing
dramatically by over 20 percent, of the total business aviation fleet today.
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The economic reforms in India have led to enabling a new generation of
business leaders to expand their business footprint globally. The need for a
faster, convenient, flexible and private mode of air transportation led to a
spurt in the purchase of business jets by India’s major corporate houses.
These fast business jets play a key role in facilitating business and
acquisitions at long distances and even across the globe.
Specifically regarding the slower growth of the helicopter fleet in India, this
is largely due to the under exploitation of helicopters to their full
capabilities. Helicopter usage in India is only for oil and gas, religious
tourism and VIP travel during elections. There is no usage in aerial work
sectors like geological surveys; power line erection or cleaning; sky cranes;
policing duties; agriculture; Helicopter Emergency Medical Evacuation
(HEMS) etc. There is a great need to incentivize helicopter usage in these
sectors with favorable financial and regulatory policies. These would help in
spurring the growth of helicopters with consequent benefits to the nation,
as highlighted in Chapter 2. The new civil aviation policy also promotes
helicopter usage, which bodes well for its fleet growth.
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3.3 GROWTH:
TYPE OF OPERATORS
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Business Aviation | Fleet Ownership
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Fig 3.10: BA Fleet Ownership Composition (2001 – 2015) | 2016 |
Martin Consulting Analysis

Fig 3.10 above highlights the ownership comparison of BA assets during the
last fifteen years.
Fig 3.11 (next page), represents the changing ratio of new aircraft inducted into
the business aviation fleet based on ownership during the last fifteen years. This
represents the new aircraft added to the fleet and does not represent the net
fleet growth (as it does not take into account the aircraft that moved out of the
fleet in the corresponding period).
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Business Aviation | New Fleet Addition
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Fig 3.11: BA Fleet Ownership | New Aircraft Additions (2001 – 2015) |
2016 | Martin Consulting Analysis
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From the graph in fig 3.10 it is evident that predominantly 70 percent of the fleet
ownership is in BA-NSOP category.
The depictions in fig 3.11, illustrate that new inductions during the 2006-2015
period were heavily skewed towards BA-NSOP category (mainly due to
introduction of the differential import duty regime in the year 2007). In-spite of
this skewed induction, the overall fleet ownership percentage altered only
marginally, showing an increase of 3 percent, as seen from fig 3.10.

Business Aviation | 2007 | The Watershed Year
The watershed year for the BA industry is 2007 wherein the differential customs
import duty regime was introduced. Consequently, the number of NSOP
holders doubled in three years from 58 in 2006 to 127 in 2009
The consequence of this skewed NSOP growth brought a sharp negative
perception for the BA industry in the minds of the government regulators. They
developed an apprehension that the BA industry was adopting malpractices,
leading to avoidable litigations with aircraft owners. Several cases continue to
be contested in court till date. This warrants positive leadership to settle these
cases, so that the sector is free to grow without the associated uncertainties.
Notwithstanding the above, the surge in NSOP holders led to overcrowding
within the sector, from which the industry is reeling even today.
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3.4 Distribution of Fleet
across India
The distribution 4 of India’s aircraft fleet is fragmented. Although Air Operator
Certificates (AOC) may be linked or locked within a specific region or state,
many aircraft and helicopters are generally deployed on long term and on fleet
contracts all across India. For our analysis we have divided the business
aviation fleet into six regional zones – North, West, South, East, Central and the
Northeast. Of course, aircraft can be moved anywhere over time which would
change the depiction.
West, 170, 35%
North, 168, 35%
South, 79, 16%
East, 39, 8%
Central, 17, 3%
North East, 14, 3%

AIRCRAFT
CATCHMENT
Geographic Distribution

Fig 3.13: BA Fleet distribution across India | 2016 | Martin Consulting Analysis
4 The Fleet Distribution Data is based on industry interaction and as per records made

available. In some cases the operational base of the aircraft was taken, based on where
the aircraft operator was head-quartered. Actual fleet numbers may vary slightly.
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BA Fleet Distribution | Top 10 Cities
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24
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1

4
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6

0

0
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0
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0
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3
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0

0
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0

0

0
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1

9

Fig 3.14: BA Fleet Distribution across cities | 2016 |
Martin Consulting Analysis

The table above presents some interesting observations:
Mumbai is home to the maximum number of operators at 60, comprising a fairly
well balanced mix of NSOP (35), Private (24) and Government (1) players with
101, 29 and 1 aircraft respectively, totaling to 134. It is clarified that Mumbai is
shown as 134 aircraft based on operators
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headquartered here who own 134 aircraft, and not based on 134 aircraft parked
in Mumbai (due to the existing airport’s infrastructure-related constraints).
The National Capital Region of Delhi is a close second with 56 operators. The
difference lies in the very low number of Private operators at 5, although the
Delhi market does have the largest number of Charter operators at 51, which
have deployed 124 aircraft. One major reason for this is the relative ease and
availability of aircraft parking bays at IGIA compared with Mumbai.
Bengaluru, Chennai, Hyderabad and Ahmedabad have a reasonable number of
BA-NSOP, BA-GA and BA-Government operators, signifying a well-balanced
industry representation, although with potential and space to grow.
Pune is home to several large corporate organizations and it’s no surprise that
it has a large concentration of business aircraft. The city also benefits due to its
proximity to Mumbai, with some operators preferring this city instead of the
financial capital.
Bhubaneswar is a surprise entry in the top-10 list due to presence of the
minerals & mining industry in the state of Odisha.
Lucknow by virtue of being the home base of the largest state government
operator in the country, makes it to the last spot in the top-10 list. The city’s
position is however under threat since a major part of the state government’s
fleet is up for sale.
Mumbai and Delhi drive the business aviation industry but airport operators in
both cities have chosen to ignore the industry’s fair demands. The major
shortage of available parking space in Mumbai has resulted in operators
imposing a curfew on business aviation aircraft during peak operating hours
and steep parking charges beyond 48hours (also discussed in chapter 5).
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4.1 GENERAL
The business aviation industry has contributed significantly to the Indian
economy. The Raigarh case study in Chapter 2 highlights the multiplier effect
of business aviation in ushering economic development. In this chapter we will
quantify the direct contribution, and also give a perspective of the opportunity
loss had the sector grown at higher rates, which can be correlated with
chapter 8 (however only in terms of direct economic contribution).
Some key contributions are as follows:
a. Customs duty payments on aircraft imports
b. Revenue to fuel companies by way of fuel procurement
c. Revenue to insurance/reinsurance firms through insurance premium
payments
d. Employment generation and enhancement of India’s human capital base
The role of the business aviation industry in boosting the country’s GDP will
also be highlighted.

4.2 IMPORT DUTY CONTRIBUTION
India, despite emerging as one of the major aviation markets in the world, is
still primarily an importer and not a manufacturer or a seller of aircraft. Thus
there is no logic for these import duties even as a contribution to the economy.
The role of import duty taxation on the industry, therefore, assumes major
significance. Since all aircraft imported by government agencies and
departments are exempt from tax, our calculations will factor only the imports
made under the BA-Commercial (NSOP) and BA-GA (Private) categories.
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To get the value of the aircraft in Indian rupees, the USD-INR conversion ratio
used was the average value for that year and used for all aircraft imported
during a calendar year.
Fig 4.1 plots the number of aircraft imported under the BA-NSOP and BA-GA
(Private) categories during the 2005-2015 period. The graph clearly
demonstrates the negative effect of the steep hike in import duty levied on
aircraft imported under the “Private” category in 2007. From 2007 onwards,
the sector spiraled towards negative growth.
1) The import duty rate hike (marked in red) led to a mass exodus of aircraft
imports to the NSOP (aircraft for charter) category during the subsequent
years. This is evident from the immediate decline in “Private” category
imports and a surge under the “NSOP” category in 2008 (indicated by red
and green arrowheads, respectively, in Fig. 4.1).
2) Similarly, in 2011, a partial reintroduction of import duty on aircraft imports
under NSOPs led to a further deeper decline in imports in comparison with
the preceding years.
According to our analysis, between 2007 and 2015, 331 aircraft were imported
by the country’s business aviation sector (excluding BA-Govt) resulting in a
1
contribution of about Rs.75 crore (US$ 11.5 million ) on average per year 2 in
import duty payments. This translates to an average of only about Rs 2.3 crore
or a mere US$ 353,846 per airframe imported. This pales in comparision
with the myriad economic benefits possible from a single business
aircraft in terms of investment, setting up of factories, creation of
thousands of jobs and prosperity as amply brought out in the Raigarh
example in chapter 2.

1

at US$1 = INR65 in 2015

2

on Aircraft BlueBook®, Aircraft Valuer and a complex algorithm devised to
determine the market value of aircraft at time of import. Import duty rates used
for calculations were provided by BDP Publications.
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4.3 FUEL
Fuel rates have been made public since 2005 following the government’s
intention to decontrol and allow market access to fuel pricing. For our analysis,
we have used the ATF rates published by the Indian Oil Corporation (IOC),
available since 2005. We then factored in the business aviation fleet
composition for each year over the last ten years, calculated and arrived at the
average fuel burn numbers for each aircraft type sub-fleet.
Martin Consulting Analysis estimates that in the last 10 years India’s business
aviation sector has contributed nearly Rs 2,500 crore 1 through domestic ATF
purchase. In the single year 2014, the total revenue contribution towards fuel
purchases made by the 485 business aircraft in active service is estimated to
have touched just about Rs 388 crore, or US$59.7 million*.
This contribution from fuel spends would be many multiples higher, if greater
business aircraft numbers are imported, which consequently leads to
exponentially higher fuel uplift and economic contribution.

1

Martin Consulting Analysis based on industry data, a complex algorithm
and some input assumptions
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Spend on Fuel | Rate of Fuel | 2005-2015
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Fig 4.2: Year-wise Aviation Fuel Revenue Contribution | 2005-2015 | Source:
Indian Oil Corporation | Martin Consulting
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4.4 INSURANCE
Insurance coverage for new generation jet aircraft is lower than the average
rate. Similarly, the helicopter fleet will command a higher premium because of
its operation in offshore areas. We have taken an average coverage rate of
0.75 percent of the aircraft asset value in our calculations. Also, to simplify the
process, we did not take into account any depreciation of assets. To get the
value of the aircraft in Indian rupees, the USD-INR conversion ratio used was
an average value for that year and used for all aircraft imported during a
calendar year.
Our analysis reveals that the business aviation segment’s annual insurance
premium outgo towards new fleet additions currently stands at Rs 132.97
crore, or US$20.4 million (US$1=INR65).

Annual Insurance Premium | 1990-2015
132.97

98.37

16.19

5.54

Insurance Premium (Rs. Cr.)

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

Fig 4.3: Business Aviation’s Annual Insurance Premium Payout | 1990-2015 | 2016 |
Martin Consulting
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4.5 DIRECT EMPLOYMENT
The business aviation sector’s deployment of human capital is broadly divided
into two categories: Operations and Support Staff.
For simplicity, we have assumed that the number of operations staff is
approximately proportionate to the number of aircraft. Pilots, aircraft
engineers, technicians, dispatchers, airport coordination personnel and store
keepers are part of the operations staff.
The number of support staff is dependent on the number of AOCs, and within
each AOC this number will vary depending upon the number and the type of
aircraft. For example, an AOC holder operating a large business jet aircraft will
need more dispatchers and engineering/technical personnel than an AOC
operating the same number of small turboprop aircraft. The support staff is
further categorized under post holders (as mandated by the DGCA), such as
accountable managers, quality managers and continuous airworthiness
managers (CAM), human resources (HR), administration staff, marketing,
sales, coordination and accounts personnel would also be part of the
additional support staff.
On the next page are representations of the broad assumptions made with
regard to the minimum. number of personnel employed A) per AOC, B) per
helicopter, C) per turboprop and D) per business jet:
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MANPOWER PER NSOP

Finance & Accounting- 3

Admin- 2

Marketing/ Sales
Coordination- 1

Post Holders- 4.5

AOC | NSOP
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DIRECT EMPLOYMENT PER AIRCRAFT

Operations & Dispatch | 1.5
Aircraft Engineers | 1.5
Airport Coordination | 1
Flight Crew | 2.5
Store Keeper & Helper | 1
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DIRECT EMPLOYMENT PER AIRCRAFT

Flight Crew | 3
Operations & Dispatch | 2
Airport Coordination | 1
Aircraft Engineer’s | 1.5
Store Keeper & Helper | 1.5
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DIRECT EMPLOYMENT PER AIRCRAFT

Operations & Dispatch | 1.5
Aircraft Engineers | 1.5
Airport Coordination | 1
Flight Crew | 3
Store Keeper & Helper | 1.5
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Based on the above assumptions, according to our analysis, the business
aviation industry, comprising 122 NSOPs, 69 private entities and 14 state
government flight departments, employs more than 7,200 people. These
include approximately 1,600 pilots and cabin crew, 1,350 engineering and
stores personnel, more than 1,300 operations and dispatch staff and 900 post
holders assisted by more than 2,050 people in support functions like finance,
accounts, admin, HR, marketing and sales.
The worry now is that due to a hiring freeze, the sector’s employment growth is
seeing a declining trend. The high import duties, excessive regulations and a
difficult business environment will very likely lead to additional layoffs and closures
of some operators in the near future.

4.6 BUSINESS AIRCRAFT
FLEET ASSET VALUE
Based on market values defined by the Aircraft BlueBook®, the Aircraft Valuer
VRef and a complex algorithm devised to determine the exact market value of
each aircraft at the time of import, a benchmark asset value was reached by
us to determine the current market asset value (ignoring depreciation) of
India’s business aviation fleet.
According to our analysis, the country’s business aviation industry has
invested over US$4.27 billion (Rs 20,270 crore) in fleet acquisition costs during
the past 26 years, importing 593 fixed and rotary wing aircraft between 1990
and 2015.
The cumulative fleet value (without depreciation) for the current fleet of 487
aircraft stands at US$3.6 billion (Rs 17,340 crore).
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4.7 CONTRIBUTION TO
INDIA’S GDP
To analyze the contribution of the business aviation industry to the
country’s GDP, the Gross Value Added (GVA) method has been used. This
methodology estimates the overall economic output of the sector by the
sum total of its direct, indirect and induced contributions.
contribution is the economic output and employment of
firms in the business aviation sector, which was estimated
by adding the sector’s overall Gross Operating Profit margin and the total
wage bill.

DIRECT

contribution refers to the output and employment
supported through the business aviation sector’s
India-based supply chain, which includes aviation fuel suppliers, aircraft lease
and purchase, banks and financial institutions, as well as insurance firms,
ground handlers, caterers and other business service providers.

INDIRECT

INDUCED

contribution is the output and employment generated by
employee spending and the sector’s India-based supply
chain.

The industry turnover valuation was arrived at by looking at published
industry data, the current charter prices and the aircraft utilization hours
based on our analysis and published DGCA data. In the absence of
flight-hours data for the BA-GA(Private) and BA-Government segments, the
aircraft utilization for the two was estimated at 75 percent and 50
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percent of the fleet utilization achieved by the BA-NSOP, respectively. Based on
these assumptions, the total annual flying hours for the entire business aviation
industry was estimated at approximately 150,000 hours in 2014.
The Gross Profit Margin (GPM) for the entire industry is solely represented by its
commercial (or NSOP) fleet. Based on industry feedback, the Gross Operating
Profit (GOP) margin for the BA-NSOP segment was pegged at 15 percent for
calculation purposes. The GOP margin of the industry in 2014 was estimated at
approximately Rs 319 crore. (Please note the GOP was calculated without
taking into account the interest costs associated with ownership of an aircraft).
The total business aviation industry wage bill is estimated to be close to Rs
1,095 crore. With a total workforce of about 7200, this roughly translates into
a average monthly salary of Rs 1.25 lakh per person. While those employed in
the government sector have a lower pay scale than their private sector
counterparts, their overall CTC does get compensated somewhat by the perks
associated with a government job. Based on the above set of assumptions, the
total Direct GVA (which is the summation of its GPM and total wage bill) for the
business aviation industry in 2014 was estimated at Rs 1,414 crore, or
US$235.7 million.
To determine Indirect Contribution, we looked at the latest input-output tables
released by India’s Ministry of Statistics & Programme Implementation (MOSPI).
Based on similar study reports 1, the ratio of induced output to the sum of direct
and indirect output was pegged at 30 percent. The US dollar was based on the
exchange rate in 2014. For simplicity, we have taken US$1 = INR60.

1

Economic Benefits from Air Transport in India | Oxford Economics 2011.
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India | Business Aviation | GDP Contribution
Type of Impact

GDP (Rs. Cr.)

GDP ($ Million)

1414.4

235.7

Indirect

906.4

151

Induced

696.2

116

TOTAL

3017

502.7

Direct

Fig 4.1: Contribution of Business Aviation to India’s GDP in 2014

15

Employees

$ 375,000
Wages
$ 485,000
GDP

Fig 4.5: Direct Economic Impact per Business Aviation Aircraft per Annum in India |
2014 |Martin Consulting

In addition to the economic impact, business aviation also has a catalytic
impact on other critical sectors as part of its contribution to nation building,
which has been extensively covered in Chapter 2.
All three impacts to the economy- Direct, Indirect and Induced, would
be manifold greater if the sector grew with greater aircraft inductions
and corresponding activity for their users. A further review may be
found within chapter 8.
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5.0
General

In the previous chapters we saw how India’s business aviation industry is
significantly contributing to the growth of the economy. This contribution would
have been much larger had it not been for the hurdles and challenges thrown at
the industry by other stakeholders in their respective areas of influence. In this
chapter we will look at these challenges in detail, and suggest solutions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Regulatory
Infrastructure
Taxation and Duties
Management of Aviation Assets

5.1 REGULATORY HURDLES
In 1988, the DGCA’s size and structure was proportionate to India’s combined
fleet of 110 scheduled aircraft and 48 non-scheduled aircraft. The organization
has not been able to keep up with the increase in size of the scheduled airline
and business aircraft fleet. It is to the DGCA’s credit, that they have managed
so far, but they are in need of more funds, better technology, more manpower
with better HR systems and trainings, greater exposure to global practices,
better and more transparent procedures for faster turnarounds of clearances
and approvals, and regular industry interactions. Giving the DGCA due credit,
some of these measures are underway, but a lot still needs to be done.
It must be said that the DGCA is seen more as a policing regulator and less as
a facilitating regulator, executing regulations that do not fully relate to India.
Here’s why:
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One very likely reason for the DGCA’s current efforts to ‘police’ instead of
being a guiding force as it did in the 1990s, is its dependence on an
approach that regulations mandate ‘absolute strict adherence’ as opposed
to a ‘guidepost’ and a ‘reference point’ to improve safety and quality of
industry operations.
During the last four years, with pressure mounting on the DGCA to
single-handedly improve aviation standards without having the necessary
human resources and systems/procedures, the overworked regulator
began to rigidly depend on the ICAO- COSCAPP standards for regulation.
The International Civil Aviation Organization’s (ICAO’s) Co-operative
Development of Operational Safety and Continuing Airworthiness
Programme (ICAO-COSCAP) aims to work with member states to resolve
safety issues arising due to the lack of financial, technical and qualified
human resources. COSCAP plays a crucial role in supporting regulators
with the operation of a performance-based safety system by analyzing
safety information and hazards to aviation at the regional level and
reviewing the action plans.
Dependence on ICAO-COSCAP has resulted in the DGCA not
developing and standing by its own regulations, choosing instead
the simpler route to replicate a law or civil aviation requirement
that may not be ideally suited for India.
Thus the DGCA is currently dependent on a regulation or law that is not
made for India but is forcefully implemented in our country, irrespective of
its compatibility with the country’s fleet, operating style, industry structure,
business and revenue models.
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India comes under the South Asia (SA) region as defined by the COSCAP.
Established in 1998, COSCAP-SA specializes in promoting aviation safety and
convergence of rules and regulations in this region that comprises India,
Bangladesh, Bhutan, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka.
COSCAPs are not always structured as cost-effective options for lawmaking or
for replication. While referencing some of the regulations that have been
implemented in the region as part of ICAO-COSCAP Asia, India which is the
fastest aviation market in the world with a growth of 20% CAGR (at least for the
scheduled airlines), is linking itself with neighboring countries that do not match
up to its economic stature. In East Africa, however, ICAO-COSCAP has worked
extremely well with the local regulators in Angola, Botswana, Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique,
Namibia, Seychelles, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and
Zimbabwe.
One approach for DGCA could be to retain progressive and seasoned aviation
safety professionals and also bring in expats or members of other regulatory
authorities to set up dedicated working groups with global knowledge, that not
just understand the challenges specific to India but also implements
comprehensive regulations that are developed exclusively for India in
partnership with the industry and its stakeholders.
DGCA’s regulations were best suited for the country till a few years back. With
the use of advanced components, including micro-sensors to capture data,
today’s aircraft do not need complex tasks to determine ‘health’. Nearly every
single component today can be remotely checked with an appropriate
troubleshooting action. This is also seen in procedures. Witness the archaic
need for DGCA to audit even OEM & OEM approved facilities before one can
avail their aftermarket services, puts Indian aviation at disadvantage.
Regulators in most developed regions have taken advantage of modern
technologies as part of a ‘LIVE’ Safety Reporting Mechanism to improve
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compliance standards and safety parameters. With the advent of better
technology, regulations need to be realigned. The DGCA must also use
technology for record keeping and for automation of processes and act
immediately to become independent, reliant and focused.
What the DGCA needs most at the moment is to transform itself in line with
some of the more cutting-edge regulations that have evolved over the years
as a result of newer, safer and more technologically advanced aircraft in
service and niche operations worldwide. The aviation business is
changing rapidly and so are the operating concepts and revenue
models, some of which like the fractional ownership and aircraft
management companies are discussed later in this chapter.

The DGCA must also examine use of the IS-BAO (International
Standards for Business Aircraft Operations) which has been
painstakingly developed by Montreal based IBAC (International Council of
Business Aviation). The IS-BAO program has become increasingly
popular worldwide and two Indian NSOP operators have recently cleared
the IBAC audits and been awarded the IS-BAO stage 1 certification,
which is over and above the minimum standards set by the national
regulator. More Indian operators would adopt IS-BAO, provided there is
also some incentive and recognition by the DGCA. Any such incentive for
IS-BAO certified operators, for example in terms of credits for faster
approvals, clearances, renewals etc., would only motivate more
operators to undergo IBAC audits for IS-BAO. This in turn would serve to
raise operational and safety standards. For example, a very major focus
of IS-BAO is on SMS adoption, by prodding and nudging operators to
adopt SMS in letter and spirit, and not just by way of paper compliance.
As we all know, SMS is emerging to be the cornerstone for safety
worldwide and its adoption is an evolutionary journey for operators. India
is just about beginning in this journey.
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Immediate recommendations:
Define separate set of regulations for Business Aviation NSOP, Business
Aviation Private and Business Aviation Government operators
Currently, most of the regulations for Non-Scheduled Operators, Private
Category, and Government Operators are based on the regulations of
Scheduled Airlines. They are, therefore, not effective for business aviation.
Regulations open to debate in the past have included rules on flight duty time
limitation, crew training requirements and the rules and regulations which
govern cabin crew and flight deck. DGCA should define a separate set of
regulations for Business Aviation including NSOP, Private and Government
Operators.
Collaborative rulemaking
Involvement of operators in decision-making will ensure there is no mismatch of
regulations with ground reality. Proper interactions of all stakeholders must be
organized periodically. The current system of posting draft regulations online
and inviting comments is good, but must be pushed in letter and spirit over
several sessions with the industry, before being enacted into law.
Empower regional DGCA offices
For any major regulatory or compliance action (matters related to crew, aircraft
airworthiness, safety oversight and compliance), operators have to often visit
the DGCA’s central headquarters in New Delhi to initiate action and seek
relevant responses.
The DGCA may consider initiating immediate action from its Mumbai, Chennai
and Kolkata offices, and slowly obviate the need to go to the DGCA HQ in New
Delhi.
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Work towards customizing regulations for helicopters, including the
development of a helicopter cell within DGCA
Most operational requirements and regulations that are issued by the DGCA
have very little and sometimes zero relevance to helicopter operations.
Helicopters are asked to comply with the rules even though their equipment
and operating procedures differ. Here there is a lot of change in the offing.
The DGCA should also implement immediate steps to customize regulations for
helicopter operators by having a separate helicopter division within the DGCA
that can leverage the adaptability of helicopters. It should have a corresponding
office in the AAI to support the initiatives from the infrastructure point of view.

Strategic Recommendations
Inter-Ministerial Advisory Board to drive change
Constitute a new, progressive Advisory Board at the DGCA with
representatives from:
Airlines Association
BAOA
Air Navigation Services Provider
Government-owned Airport Company (AAI)
Association of Airport Service Providers
Airport Security (BCAS)
Ministry of Civil Aviation
Ministry of Defence
Ministry of Urban Development
Ministry of Telecommunication
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Ministry of Home Affairs
Ministry of Finance
Air Force, Army, Navy & Coast Guard
Ministry of External affairs
Transition from a deliverable organization to an oversight organization
Outsource public intensive functioning and repeated interface zones, such as:
Crew Licensing
Aircraft Database Management
Aircraft Register Documentation
Airworthiness Documentation and Tracking
DFDR, CVR Data Review and Oversight
Document Management
Permits for Aircraft Overflights
Permits for Landing Clearances
Permits for Security Clearances for Passengers and Pilots
Crew Validation Documentation

Enhance rulemaking insight, knowledge and foresight
Appoint a global pool of experienced civil aviation regulators, oversight and
airworthiness professionals who may be expats or have held senior positions as
airworthiness inspectors or played a vital role in making rules for the aviation
sector.
Appoint as consultants, senior retired ICAO-appointed representatives who can
help develop a regional and global direction with regulations and standards.
Appoint as consultants, retired DGCA Joint Directors to act as nodal
coordinators between the DGCA and the industry with regard to regulations,
rulemaking and safety improvement.
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Knowledge exchange progammes
Initiate an on-the-job training exchange programme with more progressive
aviation and regulatory jurisdictions, like USA, Europe, East Asia, and the
Middle East, wherein deputy directors and junior directors may work for a
period of not more than six months to imbibe and implement better practices,
procedures and systems in the DGCA. Use of ISBAO standards for audit of
Business Aviation aircrafts would enhance safety, in sync with world standard
practices.
Consolidation of business aircraft fleet for better management
Consolidation of business aviation fleet is necessary due to the existence of
many ‘quasi’ NSOPs (as a direct result of differential import duties). This
however must be market driven and not imposed by regulation. The regulator
could do well to facilitate the market moves by encouraging and promoting the
concept of ‘Aircraft Management Companies’ (ideally holding similar type of
aircraft. This concept is being used world over to optimize costs and
convenience. It also reduces regulatory oversight loads on the Regulator.
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5.2 INFRASTRUCTURE HURDLES
5.2.1
Airports

India, despite emerging as one of the world’s fastest growing economies, has
been slow to develop aviation infrastructure. A quick comparison between the
three competing BRICS economies reveals the following:
Brazil, the world’s second-largest general aviation economy, has 698 airports
with paved infrastructure, 88 percent of which are more than 3,000ft in length.
In addition, the country has over 3,400 unpaved airstrips perfectly suited for its
huge fleet of 9,800+ piston powered aircraft engaged in providing last-mile air
connectivity to the country’s remotest corners.
China has fast forwarded its airport infrastructure and focused on equipping its
450+ airports with facilities to handle larger commercial jet aircraft, of which the
country has the second-largest fleet in the world after the United States.
India has over 350 odd airstrips in the country, out of which only about 60%
(253) have paved runways. Of these, less than half have any semblance of
operational activity going on. Our defence establishment exclusively uses
approximately 35 operational airfields and another 30 military airstrips are
allowed for limited civil use. These operational limitations and the fixation to
commence scheduled connectivity have pushed business aviation to the
bottom most rung of the ladder in terms of priority.
Brazil and China have also allowed multiple airports in their largest cities – Sao
Paulo, Rio de Janeiro, Shanghai and Beijing. In developed aviation markets in
North America and Europe, airports
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located within the same metropolitan area openly compete for business. Many
cities worldwide have also set up dedicated general aviation airports which act
as hubs for non-scheduled flights.
City

GA Airport

New York

Te te rboro

Paris

Le Bourget

Dublin

Weston

Sao Paulo

Campo de Marte

Rio De Janerio

Aeroporto de Jarace pagua

Singapore

Se letar

Jakarta

Halim Perdanakusuma

Bangkok

Don Mueang

Kauala Lumpur

Suban Skypark

Colombo

Ratmalana

Fig 5.3: Some dedicated General Aviation airports in the world

Sadly, airport planning in India revolves around scheduled airlines, as they are
perceived to be more rewarding in terms of return on investment. With slots and
space at a premium, the available landing and parking slots get prioritized for
the scheduled airlines that offer greater revenues per landing slot and also
quicker turnarounds than their non-scheduled counterparts.
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MUMBAI
Mumbai is the largest market for business aviation and hence a very important
base for the industry. The city does boast of a dedicated airport (Juhu) catering
mostly to non-scheduled helicopter operations, besides a separate business
aviation terminal (Gate 8) at the main airport. One major sticking point for the
business aviation industry in India’s financial capital is the airport imposing a
curfew for business aviation aircraft, during the peak morning hours from
8am-10am and in the evening from 5:30pm -7:30pm for both departures and
arrivals.
In addition, there is another two-hour curfew slot from
9:15pm-11:15pm when arrivals are restricted. The intent is to allow scheduled
airlines to operate flights unhindered during peak hours.
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Mumbai’s main airport is also faced with an acute shortage of aircraft parking
bays with consequent problems (See 3.4 Fleet distribution – Mumbai). There is
in fact a parking space available in a remote corner of the airport that is totally
unsuitable for scheduled airlines and hence lying vacant. This isolated ‘Lima’
apron is ideally suited for hosting general and business aviation aircraft since it
is located next to their existing setup at the airport, but requires a working
group of AAI, Industry, and MIAL-AOCC (Mumbai International Airport Ltd.Airport Operations Control Centre) in order to set procedures and initiate any
works to utilize this space effectively.

Mumbai airport The empty ‘Lima’ Apron Parking Ramp. (Source: Google Earth
Imagery 2015)
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Two airports not too far from Mumbai are Ozhar and Daman. While Ozhar is
owned by HAL, Daman is owned by Coast Guard. Both have 24x7 night
operations capabilities, but both keep limited watch hours suiting their primary
owner’s needs. This however does not suit business aviation at all and many
BA flights do not materialize. In addition, Daman also does not have overnight
parking space for civil aircraft. Further, both airports adjoin regions with huge
industrialization potential. While Ozhar is next to the upcoming industrial
township of Nashik, Daman adjoins the progressive Vapi industrial belt in
Gujarat. The Ministry of Civil Aviation needs to be the facilitator and take up the
matter with Ministry of Defence (for Ozhar) and Ministry of Home (Daman),
possibly to check with HAL (for Ozhar) and Coast Guard (for Daman)
respectively as to what subsidy they need to meet the requirements of business
aviation (24x7 watch, sufficient parking). Thereafter it is the job of the Ministry
of Finance to try and provide this subsidy, thereby ensuring the airport
availability as required.
Future developments in the Mumbai-Pune region: The proposed new airports
at Navi Mumbai (in Panvel, Mumbai) along with a new Pune international airport
(in Chakan or Khed, Pune), bodes well for the future. This is because early
indications are that even Navi Mumbai airport’s natural focus might be to cater
to the scorching growth of scheduled airlines, with a continued danger that
business and general aviation will again be sidelined. To this end, business and
general aviation could find a conducive home in the new Pune airport,
especially being a mere 50 nms as the crow flies from CSIA. If these
developments proceed on track, all this augers well for the Mumbai – Pune
economic region, and for business aviation.
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DELHI
Delhi airport has no separate terminal facilities for business aviation. The
industry is forced to operate out of the existing domestic Low Cost Carrier
(LCC) Terminal. Despite ample land, business and general aviation aircraft are
allowed parking at only 4-5 different ramps scattered across the entire length
and breadth of the airport. Once the passenger is airside, it can take anywhere
from 5 to 30 minutes (mostly towards the latter) to reach the aircraft. The
haphazard parking arrangement also puts a strain on operators in managing
their pre-departure operations. Unlike Mumbai, all international departures are
still conducted from Terminal 3 making the lounge and FBO facility at Terminal
1 redundant for departures.
Another issue which has recently hit Delhi based operators is the efforts to
monopolize FBO and MRO services at Delhi airport. Awarding contracts to only
two concessioners is contrary to the Government’s stated policy. Further, denial
of self maintenance and self handling rights to operators in Delhi or anywhere ,
has created a doubt in the minds of operators over the safety, security and ‘On
Time Performance” of BA aircrafts. DIAL needs to review their drive and
Government needs to step in to prevent any precipitative action by any
concessioner who contradicts its own policy on the subject.
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5.2.2
Heliports

While Mumbai has segregated aircraft and helicopter operations, operators in
Delhi haven’t been that lucky. A proposal was mooted to shift helicopter
operations to a new site, and after protracted delays, the project is hopefully
going to pick up soon. The capital also faces airspace restrictions because of
which helicopters are forced to take a circuitous route, adding to the overall
flight time and affecting their performance parameters.

Helicopter Operations from Airports
While DGCA does maintain the imperative safety oversight role for
Communication Navigation Surveillance and Air Traffic Management (CNS/ATM)
in compliance with the ICAO annexure, it has clearly failed to adopt a more
strategic role when it comes to air traffic management and India’s broader air
space objectives. Unfortunate and archaic as it may seem, procedures for
helicopters, including those capable of operating under Instrument Flight Rules
(IFR)/Indian Meteorological Conditions (IMC) and can comply with Performance
Based Navigation (PBN), Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast
(ADS-B) and Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Contract (ADS-C) (currently
under trials in India), continue to be dumbed down to operate within Visual
Flight Rules (VFR)/Visual Meteorological Conditions (VMC) despite their ability
to ease the ATC’s arrival and departing procedures.
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Helicopter Routes

Image Source: AAI
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5.1 CASE STUDY
Airport Charges 01: Aircraft Demonstration Charges

In this monopolistic environment, airport operators
are now resorting to increasing their revenue from
business aviation and the easiest way to do this is by
increasing user charges.
For instance, the airport management has decided to
impose a separate fee under ‘Aircraft Demonstration
Charges’ on business aircraft owners who want to
show their aircraft to anyone while it is parked at the
airport. The airport circular issued in this regard
encroaches upon the liberty of the aircraft owner and
is in violation of the Aircraft Rules of 1934. The logic
of steeply charging an aircraft owner to show his own
‘property’ is unheard of anywhere in the world.
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5.2 CASE STUDY
Airport Charges 02: GVK-MIAL
The paucity of parking space at Mumbai has forced MIAL to raise
parking charges for aircraft overstaying beyond the mandatory free
quota of two hours. Due to cost pressures, what should have been a
basic service has now turned into an additional source of revenue for
the airport operator by way of escalation in tariff and other charges
from time to time.
Recently, a business aircraft operator was operating a flight from Pune
to Jaisalmer, both military airbases. After taking off from Pune, the
aircraft diverted to Mumbai to make an unscheduled stopover as the
weather in Jaisalmer did not permit safe landing. Two hours later, the
aircraft was still stuck at Mumbai due to bad weather conditions
prevailing in both Jaisalmer and Mumbai. Following the closure of
watch hours at Jaisalmer, the passengers and the crew were
eventually forced to stay overnight in Mumbai. Despite the legitimate
reason for the stopover and the operator sharing relevant
documentation, the aircraft operator was slammed with penal charges
for overstaying. To top it all, the aircraft was cleared for takeoff only
after the entire payment was transferred despite the fact that the
invoice raised by MIAL clearly allowed a credit period of 15 days.
Many such cases exist of the airport owner’s arbitrariness.
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5.3 CASE STUDY
Aviation Fuel Charges: Juhu Aerodrome

How would you react to know that fuel cost can differ at two locations
that are situated right next to each other? This is what is happening at
Mumbai, at the Santacruz and the Juhu airports. Martin Consulting
found glaring disparity in the price of fuel sold to aircraft operators at
these two locations. The fuel cost at Juhu is substantially higher due
to the application of an extra charge payable on account of
transportation of fuel from Santacruz to Juhu.
If this blatant display of ‘profiteering’ by the fuel suppliers can take
place in the heart of the country’s financial capital, one shudders to
imagine what the situation is like in the remote areas. Is it too
farfetched to expect the airport operator and the fuel supplier to work
together to provide fuel at the same cost at close by locations? Will
such a scenario even be possible in a competitive world?
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5.4 CASE STUDY
Fuel Farm: Katra Helipad

In Katra, which is the base camp for the Vaishno Devi Shrine, the
shrine board owns the helipad. Despite profiting from the sale of
helicopter flight tickets, they have washed their hands off the
infrastructure constraints at the site. The helipad, owing to the difficult
terrain, cannot be serviced with fuel bowsers. The operators have no
option but to transport fuel from the nearest supply point at their own
cost and then store the same in drums, similar to how it was done in
the 50s and 60s. Although the operators do take extreme care and
precaution when handling fuel, it is still a very dangerous task. With
the helipad being a hub of activity with thousands of pilgrims using it
each day, it is all the more important that a safe solution is found.
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5.3 TAXATION AND DUTIES
The false perception of Business Aviation being for the rich has led to
successive governments both at the Centre and the state ignoring this sector,
while continuing to tax and over regulate it. The Government must realize that
business aviation is an integral part of air transportation akin to on-demand
cars/taxis while scheduled airlines are akin to public buses. Both modes of
transportation have their place and need to be encouraged, on roads and in air.
More specifically, there is a need to acknowledge the role of the sector in nation
building as described in detail in Chapter 2, so much so that the government
should consider giving tax subsidies to the sector for certain activities like
operating medical flights, religious tourism etc.
5.3.1
Import Duty

In Chapter 4 we saw how India applies import duty tax on aircraft based on their
end use. The aircraft imported by scheduled airlines attract zero duty. On the
other hand BA aircraft, both for NSOPs and General Aviation (private
corporate), are levied with 2.5% custom import duty. In addition, due to
complex calculation method wherein there is additional countervailing duty,
further custom duty is levied on GA aircraft resulting in 22 percent import duty.
The net effect is a differential import duty structure as follows:
Scheduled Airlines : Nil
BA-NSOP : 2.78%
BA-Private : 22.0 %
It would be pertinent to mention here that, for many corporate houses the
majority of business aircraft usage is to transport their directors, senior
employees, managers etc. to far flung operational sites and meetings,
regardless of the operating category, NSOP or General Aviation (private
corporate). This can easily be verified from sampling aircraft usage data across
a range of operators in both categories.
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Due to the present differential import duty regime, many companies had opted
for NSOP licenses to lower their immediate cash outflow burden. Thereafter,
having met their primary needs, their business model did not necessitate
further fleet expansion, resulting in 50 odd NSOP operators flying with just one
or two aircraft. The result is that the industry remains fragmented with a high
cost structure for individual operations. The need of the hour is to have an
equitable duty structure for NSOP and General Aviation (Private) aircraft
imports, so that there is no incentive to register as a quasi NSOP.
Globally the most successful and growing aviation economies do not
differentiate between scheduled, charter/NSOP and private category aircraft,
when it comes to levying import duties (Refer to table 5.4 below). Also, the
rationale for levying import duties is mainly to protect domestic manufacturing
units. With no civil aircraft manufacturing in India, the levy of import duties
indicates that its intention is purely as tax revenue for the government.
Private

NSOP/ Charter

China

5%

5%

5%

Japan

0%

0%

0%

UK

0%

0%

0%

USA

0%

0%

0%

Australia

0%

0%

0%

Brazil

0%

0%

0%

Pakistan

5%

5%

5%

South Africa

0%

0%

0%

22%

2.78%

0%

City

India

Scheduled Airline

Aircraft Unladen Wt. below 25 Tons
Note: above Table lists ONLY Customes Duty. Vat is not included
Source: BAOA & Industry OEMS | 2015

Table 5.4: Import duty comparison with other countries | 2016
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5.3 TAXATION AND DUTIES
In India, there exists another dichotomy- while scheduled commercial airlines
are allowed to operate ‘unscheduled charter flights’ with aircraft imported
under ‘scheduled’ category (and hence tax exempt), the reverse is not
permitted for NSOPs. This allows scheduled operators to potentially eat into
the revenue of the commercial non-scheduled operators. This anomaly needs
to be corrected, ideally by applying ’uniform zero import duty’ for all
commercial operators irrespective of the category.
Further, with regulatory requirements for NSOPs being at par with scheduled
airlines, there is added pressure on NSOPs from an input cost perspective,
wherein, their small fleets denies them cost benefits arising out of operating
with economies of scale. In this overcrowded market, supply is now
outstripping demand leading to low yields. The grim reality, is that since 2012
close to 35 non-scheduled operators have either shut shop or are on the verge
of closure.
In summary, the government should eliminate the discrepancy between
‘private’ and ‘NSOP’ categories, effectively making all as nil.
5.3.2
Taxes on Aviation
Turbine Fuel (ATF)

The union civil aviation minister, Mr. P. Ashok Gajapathi Raju recently said that
“Taxes are a reality, but India leads the way in taxing an economic activity to
death. We need to come out of the current scenario and move forward”. These
were encouraging words for the sector, where the harsh reality is that despite
India being an ATF surplus country (we produce more ATF, than we consume),
we still choose to impose an eight percent countervailing duty (CVD) on ATF
imports. Instead of using the locally produced ATF, the Indian government
exports the fuel to earn foreign exchange. Then the imported ATF is taxed
further with CVD to increase revenue accruals to the exchequer. This is indeed
a harsh reality for the sector.
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The states too prefer to raise revenue by increasing tax on the sale of ATF. The
average sales tax rate hovers between 20-25 percent with only a handful of
states lowering it to single digits, such as Andhra Pradesh, Chhattisgarh,
Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh and Odisha. Maharashtra (except airports in
Mumbai and Pune) has done it partially.

Airport

Sales Tax on ATF (%)

Delhi

25

Mumbai

25

Kolkata

30

Chennai

29

Bengaluru

28

Hyderabad

16

Table 5.5: Sales tax on ATF by various states | Dec 2015 Source: Ministry of
Petroleum & Natural Gas 1

While the central government is impressing on the states to end taxation on
ATF, the state governments want compensation from the Centre in return. The
result is a stalemate. The reluctance on either side to part with revenue is why
ATF is not fully included in the ‘Declared Goods’ list. Declared goods status for
ATF will ensure that the VAT levy on it will be at the uniform rate of four percent
nationwide. Without this reform, fuel continues to be between 40-60 percent
of aviation companies’ expenditure in India. Globally, this ratio is much lower at
18-20 percent.

1

Indian Petroleum and Natural Gas Statistics 2014-15, Min. of Petroleum &
Natural Gas, Government of India
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5.4 MANAGEMENT OF
AVIATION ASSETS
Aircraft Management & Fractional Ownership
Internationally the largest business aviation operators are those who offer-:
1) Aircraft Management and
2) Fractional Ownership services to customers.
In the aircraft management concept, the entire functions of aircraft operations
are outsourced by the Owner, to specialist management companies. The
fractional ownership concept is an exclusive program offered by the service
provider. Both business models not only embody convenience and lowering
costs for owners, but also ensure safe and efficient regulatory oversight.
Aircraft management examples: Lux Aviation, Tag Aviation, ACASS, Jet
Aviation, Empire Aviation, ExecuJet, Comlux, Executive Jet Management,
Gama Aviation, to name a few.
Fractional ownership examples: NetJets, FlexJets, Flight Options, Plane
Sense, Sikorsky Shares, Executive Air Shares, to name a few.
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Service Model description:

1) Aircraft Management:
a) Operator manages aircraft
belonging to separate
owners.
b) Each aircraft has one
distinct owner.

Benefits:
Operator takes on all aircraft related responsibilities,
legal liabilities & regulatory compliances, and ensures
safe and compliant operations.
Allows owners to focus on their core businesses.
Ownership costs can potentially be lowered with
charter revenue.
Allows more effective and efficient oversight by
regulator. Allows fleets to grow faster giving multiplier
economic benefits.

2) Fractional Ownership:
a) Operator manages
aircraft, belonging
to separate owners.
b) Each aircraft has
several fractional owners.

Operator takes on all aircraft related responsibilities,
legal liabilities & regulatory compliances, and ensures
safe and compliant operations.
Allows Owners to focus on their core
businesses.Ownership costs get reduced by matching
ownership share to expected usage: For exampletwo owners of the same aircraft purchase a 1/2
fraction share each, or three owners with 1/3rd
fraction share each, or four owners with 1/4th fraction
share each, and so on.
Allows more effective and efficient oversight by
Regulator. Allows fleets to grow faster giving multiplier
economic benefits.

Table 5.6: Aircraft management and Fractional ownership described
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The two largest such service providers have more business jets, than all of India
combined. (India has just about 142 business jets):
NetJets has over 600 aircraft under the fractional ownership model across
subsidiary operations in USA, Europe & Middle East. Hypothetically,
considering just 4 fractional owners per aircraft, this translates to 600 aircraft x
4 fractional owners = 2,400 fractional owners.
Lux Aviation has over 250 planes under aircraft management across group
companies in Europe, Asia, Africa, Middle East, Australia and Latin America.
Hypothetically, this translates to 250 different owners. It is noteworthy to
point out that in 2015, China Minsheng Investment made a 33% investment into
Lux Aviation. A high profile investment like this happens, only because of the
growth potential seen in the company.
Thus globally there are a very large number of companies availing advantages
of aircraft ownership, purely due to the convenience and lower costs
possible with these concepts. It is in fact unreasonable to expect every owner
to develop in-house expertise in aircraft operations, maintenance control and
regulatory compliance. By availing these two services, aircraft owners can stay
away from the intensive day-to-day management of their planes, and instead
focus their energies on their core competency businesses.
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Where is India in all of this?
In India, sadly both these concepts have yet to take root. Collectively
termed as separate Owner-Operator models (popular parlance in India),
there is an acute lack of awareness about these amongst the Indian
regulator and tax authorities. There is an urgent need to change the
prevailing mindsets which do not encourage or facilitate these concepts.
The Indian authorities will do well to set up a working group to study the
exact hurdles or objections so that they may be addressed thoroughly.
Once these concepts take root, the business aviation industry will grow &
evolve, imparting strong competitive advantages and multiplier benefits
to India’s economy.
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6.1 GENERAL
The impressive ‘Make in India’ program is a great brand awareness initiative for
the country. The campaign’s inherent component qualities have the potential to
lift any sector. What is required now is a credible plan for Business aviation
(BA), which is covered under the ‘Make in India’ campaign and the Ministry of
Civil Aviation is required to give periodic updates to the Department of
Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP) and the Prime Minister’s Office (PMO).

6.2 AIRPORTS
Most of the major cities across the world, have smaller secondary or tertiary
airports that focus entirely on the sector and are popularly called business
aviation or general aviation airports.
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6.1 CASE STUDY
Singapore’s Seletar airport illustrates the importance of a
General Aviation airport, for business, and for ‘Make in India’
type manufacturing projects

In Chapter 5 we presented a small sample of business aviation airports in
major cities in the United States, Brazil, Europe, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Thailand and Sri Lanka.
Seletar Airport in Singapore is an interesting case study. The airport’s
informative website states it was built and completed by the British just
before World War II, when it served as a military base. Today, Seletar Airport
is managed by the Changi Airport Group. It houses flying schools, business
aviation operators (both private & charter), advanced MROs and component
shops, as well as cargo operators, medical evacuation operators, etc. The
airport accommodates over 30 well-known names in aviation, including
Bombardier, Execujet, Fokker Services Asia, Hawker Pacific, Jet Aviation,
MAJ Aviation, Pratt & Whitney, Rolls-Royce and ST Aerospace. The airport
facilitates airfreight operations that typically involve the import and export of
electronics and perishables from the neighbouring region. The cargo
operators include Airmark Aviation and Batam Logistics. The medical
evacuation operators include Chiron Flight Services, Executive Jets, Hope
Ambulance Service and Pacific Flight Services. There is a buzz of economic
activity and growth at the airport.
The Strategic Vision for Seletar Airport, as mentioned on its website,
includes evolution as a Regional and BA airport. The strategy is supported
by the strong projected growth in Asia’s demand for business jets (expected
to grow at 6-9 per cent per annum over the next 5-10 years).
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Also, promoting Seletar Airport as a regional BA hub complements the
Seletar Aerospace Park (SAP) vision. SAP will incorporate and integrate a
wide range of aviation activities- maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO)
for narrow-body and light aircraft; design, manufacturing and testing of
aircraft systems and components; a regional aviation campus; and a
secondary airport to support business aviation and general aviation (GA).
The strong existing base of MRO activities for business jets at Seletar puts
it in a good position to become the premier BA hub in the region. The
airport offers BA users the flexibility to plan their flights according to their
needs.
Important lessons:
1. The first and foremost factor is proximity to a major city. The potential
of ‘Make in India’ is immense if the country builds BA airports on the
outskirts of Delhi, Mumbai, Bengaluru and Hyderabad. In fact, Bengaluru
and Hyderabad have unutilized infrastructure in the form of HAL Airport
and Begumpet Airport respectively. These should be made available to
promote BA activities. This is, a long-term plan and requires strategic
groundwork by the government.
2. The next factor is ensuring all-round ease of doing business. It must be
realized that it is not always easy doing business at any large
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international airport worldwide. There are much better prospects at
smaller, well-equipped BA/GA airports that operate 24x7. All-round ease
of doing business begins with the visa process, getting entry passes for
the airport, getting around the airport and then moves on to the various
day to day functions (procedures, clearances and approvals) required of
an aviation business, easier tax rules and tax holidays and incentives such
as in special economic zones (SEZs).
If the government can provide this environment at dedicated BA airports
at selected locations, it will witness a major boom to Make in India (BA).
A BA airport located very far from a metro may not be as effective.
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6.3 AIRCRAFT MANUFACTURING
AND ASSEMBLY
Aircraft manufacturing in India is developing at a slow pace as the country still
lacks in the relevant technology, expertise, manpower and skills. For example,
while Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) and National Aerospace
Laboratories (NAL) have toyed with the idea of building a regional transport
aircraft-RTA-70-the project is associated with high risk and costs. While ‘Make
in India’ may be working in the Defence sector due to high volumes of a large
home market, business aviation is at a very small base in India and given its low
growth, does not contribute confidence to having a high home market anytime
soon. The government can change all this by unshackling the industry and
ushering in growth, which will at least get India moving on this front, albeit
slowly with baby steps.
One must learn from the two private groups, Tatas and Mahindras, who are
already manufacturing aircraft components, for major OEMs, Mahindra
Aerospace has gone after the lowest-hanging fruit with the acquisition of an
Australian light utility aircraft manufacturing company called GippsAero. But
they have not yet shifted the Gipps aircraft manufacturing to India, preferring to
stay with, no doubt impressive component manufacture for now.
In order to bring in domestic aviation manufacturing activity, it is essential that
the basic criteria of good infrastructure, tax incentives and skilled labor be
made available, along with a robust regional demand and an environment of
ease of doing business.
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Without this, local manufacture becomes a non starter. Aircraft manufacturers
always search for high quality, low cost options for procuring assemblies for
their products. A perfect example is the relationship that Gulfstream Aerospace
Corporation (GAC) has with Israel Aerospace Industry (IAI) for manufacturing
green aircraft of two of their products, which are then finally completed in the
GAC facility in the United States. The Government of India must address these
issues, if they want to encourage manufacturing of aviation related products in
India.
According to the Economic Survey, which is presented just before the Union
Budget, Prime Minister Narendra Modi has elevated the revival of Indian
manufacturing to a key policy objective of the new government, identifying this
sector as the engine for long-term growth.
The ‘Make in India’ initiative is aimed at exhorting and inviting foreign
companies to set up manufacturing hubs in the country. The target is to
gradually transform India into an aircraft manufacturing hub and a beginning
has to be made by actively encouraging the existing players to manufacture
certified aircraft parts, while tying up with reputed OEMs to gain vital expertise
to be able to set up component and aircraft assembly lines for small BA/GA
aircraft.

6.4 MRO AND SERVICES
The exhaustive analysis done as part of the Economic Survey by the
Government of India in its build-up to the ‘Make in India’ campaign, suggests
that the immediate success of the initiative in the aviation sector will be based
on services and remanufacturing of high-quality products as part of a service,
which essentially means maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO) services.
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This explains the big push for MRO activities in the new civil aviation policy.
While there has been some progress towards fulfilling the fair demands of the
beleaguered Indian MRO sector in the recent Union Budget, much more needs
to be done to revive the industry. Government support is vital for the revival and
growth of MROs in India.
Some key areas in need of urgent reform are as follows:
MRO work for aircraft registered in India must be treated as deemed export and
the irregularities in tax structure faced by the Indian MRO industry when
compared with their overseas competitors must be eliminated.
MROs should be included in the harmonised list of infrastructure sub-sectors.
Engine and component MROs should also be included under infrastructure,
even if they are not located at an airport, to enable them to compete with
overseas rivals.
MROs in India, which are capable of maintaining the engines and the
components of foreign operators, should be allowed to export substitute
engines and components to these foreign operators against the equipment sent
to India for MRO work.
Easy and quick issue of AEPs (Airport Entry Passes), ensuring ease of doing
business.
Monetary attractiveness of the sector with tax holidays etc. Abolishment of
service tax. The facility of claim-back by CENVAT credit is good but goes
against the grain of ease of doing business and blocks cash flow, thereby
affecting businesses.
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6.5 SKILL DEVELOPMENT
The current deficiency in technological expertise and wherewithal needed for
manufacturing an aircraft will have to be met through skill development. The
Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA) has already drawn up plans to set up a National
Aviation University (NAU). BAOA has also embarked an ambitious plan to start
its own training academy to meet the requirements of the BA/GA industry. The
association aims to synergize its efforts with the government’s plans on the
NAU.
The biggest boost to ‘Make in India’ and to ‘Skill India’ will be growth in
numbers of aircraft, be it scheduled airliners or business aircraft. The
government must pull out all stops to ensure fleet growth and more jobs.
Every tax and import duty application, or procedure needs to be looked
at through this prism.

6.6 THE ROAD AHEAD
For India to become a production and assembly hub for aircraft, the prevailing
set of industrial policies, rules and regulations will need an overhaul.
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A beginning in aircraft component manufacturing, has already been made by the
Tata Group and by Mahindra Aerospace. Mahindra’s plant on the outskirts of
Bengaluru is a facility spread over 250,000sq ft The approximately 100,000sq ft
assembly area at this facility is designed for the production of aircraft
components.
The approximately 100,000sq ft assembly area at this aerostructure facility is
designed for the production of large airframe assemblies and sub assemblies.
While it is definitely a good start, we still have a long way to go.
The fruition and the success of the ‘Make in India’ initiative will give a
much-needed boost to overall economic growth and this will ensure business
aviation gets its due priority and importance as India marches ahead to
becoming a developed nation. Setting up manufacturing hubs across the country
and especially near BA airports close to major towns, such as the HAL airports
in Bangalore and Ozar, will have great impact.
Manufacture of RHS cabin assembly of Airvan 8 at facilities of Mahindra Aerospace
near Bangaluru.
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Mahindra Aerospace Airvan 8 utility aircraft, for which several parts are manufactured in their
Bangaluru facility and shipped to Australia where the aircraft is assembled.
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During the course of the study, a very large number of industry stakeholders
were contacted to get a complete understanding of the issues and the
challenges facing the business aviation sector in India. Based on these
consultations, the following recommendations are made for kick-starting
industry growth and sustaining it over the long-term. These recommendations
below, are classified as immediate, mid-term and long-term for the concerned
stakeholder(s) to act upon.

7.1 IMMEDIATE ACTIONS
7.1.1
Ministry of Finance

7.1.1.1 Abolish import duties
The imposition of differential Custom Duty in 2007, on import of NSOP and
Private aircraft has proved to be counter-productive. Due to absence of any
significant civil aircraft production, this move was unjustified and lacked sense
of purpose. On the contrary, it created more problems for the regulator and to
the industry due to initial uncontrolled growth of NSOPs, and subsequent year
on year meltdown in fleet growth. The total proceeds from collection of
Custom Duty across NSOP and Private categories has also been minuscule
since its imposition in 2007, more so when compared with the opportunity loss
(economic and nation building benefits) that would accrue with fleet growth
and higher usage.
Recommendation: The government should rationalize Custom Duty
policy on aviation sector, by making the import duty on aircraft to zero
percent and thereby entirely remove the anomaly.
This immediate step will help lower costs, kick-start industry growth,
bring in much needed operational efficiencies generate employment and
provide multiplier economic benefits to India. All court cases of alleged
custom duty evasion with respect to BA aircraft need to be settled on
priority. (Refer Chapter – 3.1, 3.3, 4.2 and 5.3)
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7.1.2
Ministry of Civil Aviation

7.1.2.1 Strengthen the aviation regulator
With the projected growth in the Indian Civil Aviation sector, and with India
expected to be the third largest Civil Aviation industry in the world by 2020, it
is time that the DGCA is given the necessary administrative and financial
independence to turn it into a truly professional organization.
Recommendation: The government is obligated to support the DGCA
through adequate funding and professional manpower to perform its
duties effectively. DGCA leadership needs to be people having adequate
domain knowledge and experience, with stability of fixed tenures of
minimum 3 years to make an impact. Adequate financial independence
needs to be granted to hire the right human resource and train them.
E-governance is the need of the hour, and this needs to be implemented
as soon as possible.
(Refer Chapter – 5.1)

7.1.2.2 Fractional Ownership and Aircraft Management
There has been fragmented growth of the BA industry and today it consists of
too many small-sized operators, leading to high establishment and operating
costs. There exists a general lack of available options for achieving economies
of scale in BA industry. Further, with too many NSOPs, regulatory oversight is
NOT seamless and effective.
Recommendation: The Government needs to encourage consolidation of
NSOP industry through ‘fractional ownership’ and ‘aircraft management’
concepts. The operator, being an aircraft management company,
achieves economy of scale by optimally using available resources to
manage aircraft belonging to different owners. The Government needs to
facilitate
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these concepts proactively. DGCA, Customs department, DRI should
be made aware of these worldwide concepts, needed for lowering the
cost of ownership. This will facilitate seamless import of aircraft under
separate ownership model. Min. of Finance should be asked to issue
clear guidelines for effecting depreciation benefits for different owners.
(Refer Chapter – 5.4)

7.1.2.3 Promote business aviation for remote area industrialization
Due to exorbitant cost of land in urban areas, the trend of moving industrial
units to remote places is catching up in India. Business captains, establishing
such industrial units in remote areas of India, need to visit these industries
regularly, necessitating use of business aircraft by chartering, or operating
own aircraft.
Recommendation: The Government should recognize the role of
business aviation in industrializing remote areas, and support by
lowering cost of undertaking business aircraft flights to these areas
with incentives as part of new RCS policy: without VGF but lower
costs. (Refer Chapter – 2.2)
7.1.3
Ministry of Defence/
Home/ State Governments

7.1.3.1 Employ BA aircraft, especially helicopters, during
disasters and in the ‘golden hour’ for emergency medevac.
Often, BA aircraft, especially helicopters, are the only aerial resource
available during the ‘golden hour’ at the site of an accident or disaster, but
they need to be incentivized to operate more freely.
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Recommendation: Until the helicopters of the defence forces arrive, BA
resources available close to the disaster site should be utilised. The
immediate hiring of BA aircraft at or near the disaster site should be made
a national and state policy. Making roof top helipads over all tall buildings
in cities across India, should be made a national policy to boost EMS
operations and save lives of people The flexibility of helicopters should
be freed up to save lives in accidents.
(Refer Chapter – 2.5 and 2.6)
7.1.4
AAI/Ministry of Defence

7.1.4.1 Airport watch hours
Most airports in the country, whether under military or civilian ownership,
suffer from inadequate ‘watch hours’ on account of shortage of manpower and
lack of air traffic movement. Due to the long closures of airspace/ airfield and
limited watch hours, movements of BA aircraft is hindered to a great extent,
thereby causing economic losses and missed opportunities.

Recommendation: MoCA, being the nodal body, should facilitate
interactions with the MoD and MHA to find a way out and to engage with
the respective airport owners, be it AAI, HAL or the military arms, to
increase watch hours at important tier-2 and tier-3 city airports. For
instance, extension of watch hours at Ozhar, Daman and Surat will help
meet up industrial needs and also help partially in decongesting Mumbai
airport. (Refer Chapter – 5.2.1)
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7.1.5 DGCA

7.1.5.1 Exploit technology to transform DGCA regulations
and functioning
A major bane for operators is the sheer amount of paperwork and follow up
they need to undertake to meet up with the regulatory requirements of the
DGCA. Too much time and manpower is lost in doing correspondence and
personal interactions to sort out issues. In addition, there is need to recognize
procedural transformation that can be carried out as a result of technology and
adapt our regulations, as done world over.
The DGCA should move towards digitisation of all records, streamlining
and automation of existing processes and procedures. Decentralisation
and enabling the regional DGCA offices would also reduce the workload
at the DGCA HQ in Delhi. In addition, the regulator needs to align its
regulations with world standard practices for which it needs to take
outside help.(Refer Chapter – 5.1)

7.1.5.2 Collaborative Rule-making
The DGCA’s current stance on rulemaking (including inviting public comments
to draft regulations) does not holistically engage the industry to improve
regulations, safety and compliance. This is seen to fuel the mismatch between
regulations and the need of the industry.
Recommendation: The DGCA should form dedicated ‘action committees’
with industry stakeholders to deliberate and discuss all important
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regulations. Functioning of the proposed Joint Working Group (JWG),
with participation of the industry stakeholders, should be most
effectively implemented. (Refer Chapter – 5.1)

7.1.5.3 Utilization of Foreign Pilots/Engineers on BA aircraft
Due to the multiple ways that business aircraft can be used, there are different
types of small aircraft manufactured for specific purpose and missions.
Experienced aircrew and engineers for these types are not readily available in
India. Experienced foreign aircrew and engineers are always required when any
new variant or new type of aircraft is imported into India.

Recommendation: Regulations permitting employment of foreign
aircrew/engineers for business aviation aircraft should be made simple
and seamless to ensure optimal utilization.
Likewise, DGCA should
expedite approvals of foreign OEM and MRO applications and make the
procedures more user-friendly. (Refer Chapter – 5.1)

7.1.5.4 Flight Duty Time Limitations for Business Aviation
Due to limited demand at present, BA aircraft fly less than half of the flying
done by scheduled airlines aircraft. There is an urgent need for a complete
review of FDTL regulations governing business aviation non scheduled
operators.
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Recommendation: Different FDTL regulations need to be prepared
incorporating specific provisions for landing restrictions, resting time
and flight time proportionate to nature of flying undertaken in BA
industry. (Refer Chapter – 1.4 and 5.1)

7.1.6
Airports/ Heliports

7.1.6.1 Delhi – BA terminal
Delhi has almost the same number of BA aircraft (ownership by operators
headquartered) as has Mumbai. Despite this, unlike Mumbai, which has built a
dedicated business/general aviation terminal, Delhi-based operators continue
to share space at the ever-congested low cost terminal. BA is being denied to
do self handling and self maintenance.

Recommendation: The Delhi International Airport Limited (DIAL)
should construct a dedicated terminal to house the business and
general aviation industry. Until that happens, business aircraft
should be given one terminal to operate from and all aircraft should
be parked close to each other at nearby bays. All departures,
including international departures, need to be conducted from this
terminal. Self handling and self maintenance is a right of an operator
and thus there should not be any attempt to make operators
forcefully outsource it. (Refer Chapter – 5.2.1)
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7.1.6.2 Mumbai – BA aircraft parking and curfew hours
Being short of space, Mumbai airport had never planned any additional
parking for business aviation. Due to single runway operations, greater priority
is accorded to scheduled airline operations. Further, there are curfew timings
on all BA aircraft movement between 8am and 10am and again between
5.30pm and 7.30pm. In addition, no arrivals are allowed between 9.15pm and
11.15pm.

Recommendation: Contrary to repeated statements by MIAL, the airport
has scope for establishing more parking bays. The isolated 'Lima' bay is
unused due to its distance from the airline passenger terminals. This
parking bay is located close by to the BA bay / BA terminal and should
be offered to BA operators for aircraft parking. A joint committee should
be set up for devising procedures and assessing any works (taxi way
connection between Lima bay and BA bay) that may be needed.
Improved ATM procedures have allowed almost one landing/departure a
minute at CSIA. Thus there is need to completely lift curfew timings for
BA at Mumbai due to more efficient air traffic management achieved by
ATC. Till that happens, limited BA aircraft slots should be given during
the curfew periods to cater for emergent needs of BA.
(Refer Chapter – 5.2.1)
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7.2 MID-TERM ACTIONS
7.2.1
Ministry of Civil Aviation

7.2.1.1 Future use of general and business aviation
Presently too much emphasis and focus is given to scheduled airlines, right
from the planning stage until the implementation of aviation policies and
programmes.

Recommendation: General and business aviation constitute a larger fleet
than scheduled airlines. They also make a significant contribution towards
the Indian economy. The fast growing Indian economy will soon need more
and more of BA activities to propel India into the league of developed
nations. The road, rail and power projects, in remote and inaccessible areas
of the nation, would essentially require optimal use of BA aircraft for
efficiency and speed of executing such projects. A separate well defined
five-year plan for BA should be prepared by government to achieve higher
growth rate for Indian economy.

7.2.1.2 Creation of an All ministerial Advisory Council
Example: The
and security
Likewise Civil
therefore, the
operational or

non-scheduled operators face an uphill task in securing flight
clearances for operating flight services to military airfields.
Aviation operations are conducted at a very heavy cost and
nation cannot afford to keep these assets inoperable due to
engineering reasons.
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Recommendation: MoCA should take the lead by forming aadvisory
board at DGCA with representatives from Defence, Home and other
relevant ministries to address this legitimate concern of the industry.
Industry professionals visiting India for the purpose of
operations/engineering related work in civil aviation need to be
expeditiously facilitated at airports and other Government offices. All
Government offices should be sensitised by MoCA through the PMO
office, on the importance of expeditious decision making in aviation
matters. (Refer Table 5.1 )

7.2.1.3 Business aviation airports to boost ‘Make in India’ campaign
The main international airport(s) in major cities have limited space for BA.
Recommendation: The government needs to provide an environment for
dedicated BA airports on the outskirts of Delhi/Mumbai for facilitating
growth in business aviation. This will ultimately give a boost to the ‘Make
in India’ initiative, provide ease of doing business with much needed
speed and flexibility, also benefiting slow moving remote regional
aviation aircraft. (Refer Chapter-5.2)

7.2.1.4 Manufacturing aircraft components in India as part of
‘Make in India’ initiative
The ‘Make in India’ initiative by the Indian government is aimed at exhorting
and inviting foreign manufacturing companies to set up manufacturing hubs in
the country.
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Recommendation: With the aim to gradually make India an aircraft
manufacturing hub, a beginning has to be made by actively encouraging
businesses to manufacture certified aircraft parts, components, and
assemblies to save foreign exchange. Joint ventures with reputed OEMs
will help gain vital expertise, all the while moving towards setting up
aircraft assembly lines for small BA aircraft. To support this initiative,
industrial and investment policies will need to be realigned to encourage
the OEMs to form joint ventures with Indian companies.
(Refer Chapter- 6.2 and 6.3)

7.2.1.5 Skill development as part of ‘Make in India’ initiative
The current deficiency in technological expertise and wherewithal needed for
manufacturing, maintaining and operating an aircraft will have to be met
through skill development.

Recommendation: MoCA has already drawn up plans to set up a
National Aviation University (NAU) to develop the necessary skills. BAOA
too will soon embark upon its ambitious plan to start its own training
academy to meet the long felt requirements of the BA industry. There is
a need to synergize its efforts with the government’s plans on the NAU.
(Refer Chapter – 6.5)
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7.2.2.
DGCA

7.2.2.1 Separate regulations – Fixed/rotary wing, BA sub-sectors
Currently, most of the regulations for BA operators (NSOP, Private or
Government) are designed and created for scheduled airlines with little
applicability to business aviation.

Recommendation: It is high time the DGCA comes out with specific and
proportionate regulations governing BA operations and develop standard
operating procedures (SOPs) for helicopter operations covering all roles
that these helicopters are capable to perform
A dedicated BA cum rotary wing division must be set up and cover all
departments of DGCA, directly under a JDG level officer.
Separate regulations for BA including helicopter operations is the need of
the hour as this will greatly improve the operating environment for all
sectors. (Refer Table – 5.2)

7.2.2.2 Separate routes/air corridors for helicopters
Aerial Navigation Procedures are written with fixed wing aircraft in mind. They
have little relevance to helicopter operations. Despite having different
operating parameters, helicopters have to follow the movement of a fixed wing
aircraft during approach, taxing or while flying out from an airfield.
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Recommendation: DGCA should permit the use of Performance Based
Navigation (PBN) for helicopter operations. PBN helps aircraft fly closer
together with the aid of creative 3D takeoff and landing approaches. This
will greatly help in decongesting our clogged airspace by supporting
smaller separation intervals between aircraft.
In collaboration with the AAI, the DGCA should establish separate routes
and air corridors for helicopters at all major airports.
(Refer Chapter – 5.2.2)

7.2.3.1 Rationalisation of airport charges
In the absence of competition, our airports are slowly turning into monopolistic
organisations. This study has unearthed glaring instances of such unfair
pricing practices being followed at major airports in the country.

Recommendation:
AERA
must
clearly
demarcate
between
aeronautical/non-aeronautical services at an airport and ensure that the
user charges being levied by our airports for providing services to BA are
appropriate, fair and consistent with the quality of services rendered.
(Refer Case Study – 5.2 and 5.3)
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7.3 LONG-TERM ACTIONS
7.3.1
Ministry of Civil Aviation

7.3.1.1 Exploit BA aircraft, especially helicopters for nation building
There are many sub-sectors of business aviation which remain un-utilized or
under-utilised. These sub-sectors have a tremendous nation building effect.

Recommendation: BA aircraft, especially helicopters, must be exploited
to boost sub-sectors, such as medevac & disaster relief (covered in
7.1.3.1), tourism, pilgrimage, surveys, oil exploration, power line
transmission, agriculture, internal security, policing, helicranes and
heli-sports. The government needs to build infrastructure and
implement polices to support such operations.
(Refer Chapter – 2.5 to 2.12)

7.3.1.2 Recognizing that BA is essential to become
a developed nation
There is an urgent need to change past perceptions about business aviation.
It is imperative to understand that for India to fast-track its growth to around
10%, the contribution of BA to boost industrial growth in remote places of the
nation, has to be fully appreciated and understood. One man’s luxury is
another’s necessity.
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Recommendation: BAOA needs to highlight the nation-building role
played by this sector. The government must also work towards
changing this perception, first among its own members and then
among the public at large. (Refer Chapter – 2.1 to 2.12)

7.3.2
State Governments

7.3.2.1 Permanent helipads in all districts to support
Disaster Relief and Regional Air Connectivity.

Recommendation: All state governments should be encouraged and
mandated to construct permanent helipads in each district with the
necessary support infrastructure.
A detailed listing of all helipads in the state should be maintained.
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8.1 GENERAL
Our analysis of the actual business aviation fleet data from 1990 till date shows
that the Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) for India’s BA fleet over the
last 25 years stands at 10.4 percent. Examining this further, we saw that
between 1990 and 2000 this growth was at 11.9 percent. During the first
decade of the current millennium, growth climbed to reach 13.3 percent. In
sharp contrast, the last five years have been the most difficult for the sector
with the CAGR sliding sharply to below 2 percent. The growth percentage for
the last 10 years stands at 9.5 percent.
Based on the past growth trends, we have forecast fleet growth until the year
2030 under the following scenarios:
(a) As-is case (Worst case)
(b) Median case
(c) Best case
A 15-year growth forecast for all the three scenarios is plotted below along
with the actual fleet numbers during the last ten years. The segmented growth
forecasts, which are according to aircraft type i.e. helicopters, turboprops and
jet aircraft, are based on their respective growth patterns as witnessed during
the last 25 years.
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Business Aviation Fleet | Growth Projections | 2016- 2030

2666

1513
1344

858
683

Actual Fleet
As-Is Case @ 2% CAGR

958

487
442

538

594

655

197

Median Case @ 7% CAGR
Best Case @ 12% CAGR

2005

2010

2015

2020

Fig 8.1: BA Fleet Growth Projections | 2016 – 2030
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8.2 ‘AS-IS’ SCENARIO:
@2% CAGR
The ‘As-is’ or the worst case scenario, is based on the assumption that the
present status quo is maintained and there is little or no change in the BA
industry’s operating environment. The BA operators will continue to be milked
for additional revenue and ignored on the question of extending governmental
support to industry.
The declining growth during the last eight years is a reflection of this trend.
During the last five years, the BA fleet registered a combined growth of a mere
1.9 percent. Our ‘As-is’ projection forecasts a trajectory of 2 percent annual
growth and estimates the total fleet will be 538 by 2020, 594 by 2025 and 655
by 2030 (red dotted line in Fig.8.1).

BA Fleet Growth | ‘As-is’ case
Year

Total Fleet
(at 2%)

Helicopters
( at1.9%)

Turboprops
( at 1.8%)

Jets
(at 2.3%)

2015

487

245

100

142

2020

538

271

110

157

2025

594

296

120

178

2030

655

325

131

199

Fig 8.1: Growth in numbers as per ‘As-is’ growth rate
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8.3 ‘MEDIAN CASE’
SCENARIO: @7% CAGR
If the stakeholders are able to implement in the near future some of the key
suggestions highlighted in the last chapter, then this is the path of growth the
industry is likely to witness. Martin Consulting estimates that a nominal annual
growth of 7 percent is a reasonable outcome to expect under this scenario.
Fig. 8.1 shows the projected increase in fleet count at 683 by 2020, rising to
958 and 1344 by 2025 and 2030, respectively.

BA Fleet Growth | ‘Median’ case
Year

Total Fleet
(at 7%)

Helicopters
( at6.8%)

Turboprops
( at 6.6%)

Jets
(at 7.7%)

2015

487

245

100

142

2020

683

341

132

210

2025

958

473

185

300

2030

1344

654

260

430

Fig 8.2: Growth in numbers as per ‘Median case‘ growth rate
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8.4 ‘BEST CASE’ SCENARIO:
@12% CAGR
If the country, the government and the industry take progressive and
path-breaking steps and if all the listed suggestions from Chapter 7 are
earnestly accepted and implemented by all the stakeholders, then Martin
Consulting estimates that the fleet is likely to see a CAGR of approximately 12
percent. Based on this, the combined BA fleet is expected to reach 858 by
2020, 1513 by 2025 and touch a high of 2666 by the year 2030.

BA Fleet Growth | ‘Best’ case
Year

Total Fleet
(at 12%)

Helicopters
( at12.3%)

Turboprops
( at 10%)

Jets
(at 12.7%)

2015

487

245

100

142

2020

858

436

165

257

2025

1513

780

263

470

2030

2666

1391

416

859

Fig 8.3: Growth in numbers as per ‘Best case’ growth rate

If each concerned stakeholder in the right earnest acts upon the listed
recommendations, the BA industry can easily retread the aggressive growth
path that it had charted out for itself. The growth this time though will be much
more stable, sustainable and mature.
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8.5 EMPLOYMENT GROWTH
POTENTIAL
According to our analysis, every new airframe needs about nine personnel to
service and to operate it -- pilots, engineers, technicians, stores and
operations personnel, etc. Our current employee to aircraft ratio stands at
15:1. Approximately six of these employees are in non-core function areas,
such as management, admin, finance, sales and support. Based on the these
numbers and on the projected fleet growth, our analysis suggests that the BA
industry can easily quadruple its current workforce (of approximately 7,200)
over the next 15 years if allowed to grow unhindered under a best-case
scenario. This translates to an addition of about 20,000 high paying industry
jobs. Besides generating direct jobs, the indirect and the induced effect of the
sector’s growth will also fuel the creation of tens of thousands of other jobs at
the very least, as we highlighted in Chapter 2 of this report.

8.6 DIRECT GDP CONTRIBUTION
LOSS: A COMPARISON OF
‘AS-IS’ TO ‘BEST CASE’ SCENARIO
The table on next page shows the estimated ‘direct’ contribution of the BA
sector towards India’s GDP under the current ‘As-is’ (worst case) and the
‘Best-case’ scenarios. ‘Contribution Lost’ is the difference between the two.
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Direct Contribution to GDP |
Projected Anuual Loss (Rs.)

Year

As-Is
(2%)

Best
( 12%)

Contribution
Lost

2020

1451 Cr

1722 Cr

271 Cr

2025

1505 Cr

2344 Cr

829 Cr

2030

1557 Cr

3319 Cr

1762 Cr

Fig 8.4: Projected annual loss due to retarded growth

The above analysis was arrived at by taking into account the following
assumptions: charter rates at current prices, gross profit margin kept constant
at 15 percent, aircraft fleet utilization parameters kept same at current year
values and employee compensation does not factor in salary increases over
time as most industry jobs are on contract-term basis. Only a nominal increase
is factored in to account for inflation.
It is significant to note from the above ‘loss analysis’ that if the current
business environment is not supported with corrective measures, then by
2030, the Indian economy will miss out on more than Rs.1,700 crore worth of
‘direct’ contribution to its GDP on an annual basis. This is more than the total
‘direct’ contribution of the sector to the GDP currently.
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In other words, if we are able to foster double-digit growth for the sector with
supportive policies, then in the next 15 years, our BA industry can easily more
than double its current ‘Direct’ contribution component of its GVA to the
national GDP.
For the moment, we have refrained from quantifying the projection of the
Indirect and Induced component contributions of the industry’s GVA to India’s
GDP as those will need to take into account a host of external factors which
are beyond the scope of our calculations for now.
The government in power has essentially two choices – one, it can earn only a
few hundred crores by way of import duty revenue or two, it can forego the
former in favor of much larger annual contribution towards the GDP by way of
high value jobs creation and sustainable economic development. We hope
they chose to take the wiser option.
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Business Aviation’s immense contribution to India’s economic growth story
remains undervalued and unappreciated. Given the right impetus, Business
Aviation has the potential to create a revolution in connectivity and economic
benefits for the country.
Taking an overall perspective, the story of India’s business aviation over the
last 25 years has been a mixed bag of hits and misses. During these 25 years
the sector has grown from a tiny fleet of 41 to over 487 aircraft. The mid 2000s
saw India Inc. going global in a big way and so BA also witnessed a growth of
well over 20% till end 2008. This fleet growth was not just acquisitions of
profligacy but rather very strategic and purely need driven. Numerous state
governments would not have also invested in aircraft themselves if it were not
a necessity. During this period BA’s growth mirrored India’s economic growth,
which was a healthy and positive correlation. However ever since 2009, trends
indicate a disturbing decoupling between growth rates of BA reducing to 2%,
whereas the economy is pushing past 7.5%. The direct consequence of this
decoupling and BA’s low growth rate has choked the sector. Today many BA
operators are hanging by a thin rope in a complex and low return business
environment. Despite this backdrop, the resilience of the sector comprising
aircraft owners, pilots, engineers, technicians, operations staff, and also the
regulator, who continue on this turbulent journey together, is truly remarkable
and needs to be applauded.

This dichotomy is proof that the sector is
artificially depressed due to various hurdles, as
identified in this report.
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The Indian Government’s initiative by way of New Civil Aviation Policy is an
excellent overall guiding document that has touched upon every sector of
aviation but has clearly left out Business Aviation. The policy’s vision
statement gives away its schedule airline centric goals, when it talks of
achieving specific numbers of ticket sales, making the masses fly and
increasing cargo tonnage. What is worrisome is to sense in the policy, and in
related discussions, the continued perception of the government that the BA
sector is for the affluent who can afford the higher costs and thus can be
ignored. The disparity in treatment is becoming very perceptible, since
scheduled airlines are being considered an important and integral part of the
nation’s economic growth story, but the same is not considered true for
business aviation.
India is a vibrant and emerging economic power. It has been consistently
outperforming other world economies and the future is likely to be no different.
The anticipated success of the ‘Make-in-India’ programme has the potential to
inspire India’s corporate and businesses to grow fast. Increased use of
business aviation by these people will only further fuel their growth. A
business jet today is not a luxury; instead it is a necessity and a tool
associated with enhancement in productivity, efficiency and ease of doing
business.
Drawing a parallel with another vital and people power-driven sector -Telecom -- gives us hope for the future. Not too long ago, India had one of the
worst ‘tele-densities’ in the world, with just one telephone for every 100
people. Owning a landline and then a mobile device was an aspiration very few
could fulfill. Flash forward to today, wherein everyone from the common man
to those in the highest echelons of power are talking about enabling,
connecting and powering on the digital super-highway to prosperity and
success. Aviation can be no different. Air travel at one time was only affordable
by the affluent and influential.
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The industry, specifically the scheduled airline segment, has worked hard to
get rid of this ‘elitist’ tag. Today it is no surprise that an airline ticket is priced
nearly at higher class rail ticket. There are models to reduce the ownership
cost of business aircraft and make the ownership experience better. Once
these kick in, there will be consequent benefits to the sector.
A relatively flat BA fleet growth over past few years, is today witnessing green
shoots. There is an increasing pulse of inquiries and interest for business
aircraft ownership and usage. Our best case long term projection of 12% fleet
growth is a tall task, and depends on all the stumbling blocks highlighted in
this report being addressed. If they are even partially addressed, then India is
looking at relatively conservative fleet growth projections of about 7% over a
long period, a median between best case of 12% and as is case today of 2%.
If these hurdles are cleared, the sector will only surge and rise like a phoenix,
lifting all who are associated with it. This may take a few years to happen, and
will require positive actions by the government today. Clearly, the need of the
hour is for firm and positive leadership. The present government has shown
the propensity for this. We need to collectively look at the future rather than
at the past.
How we grow from here is up to us. The commendable commitment amongst
industry personnel of striving for excellence needs to be uncorked and
leveraged for achieving revolutionary growth and global recognition. Until
then, we are walking a tightrope of balancing low growth and low morale
amongst BA employees.
To this end, it is hoped that this report proves to be a useful resource towards
highlighting broad industry issues and suggesting solutions, in one concise
comprehensive document.
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To conclude, it is reiterated that a
vibrant Business Aviation industry
would lead to overall economic
prosperity by way of superior
efficiencies and faster growth
leading to new jobs and higher
incomes. The Government must
accord the Business Aviation
industry its rightful place, and
thereby reap manifold economic
benefits. We owe this to our people
and to our country.
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